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Trade War – Who will be the winner in the US-China Conflict?

Economists are warning that the world is on the verge of an all-out trade war. With US
President Donald Trump imposing a lot of taxes on imports, and China hitting back with similar
measures, there is every possibility that world will witness a new war – a trade war – in the
coming months.

What is a trade war?
A trade war is an economic conflict in which countries impose import restrictions on each other
in order to harm each other’s trade.
In a trade war, two or more counties create trade barriers on each other in retaliation for other
trade barriers.

What are trade barriers?
Trade barriers are what governments use to hinder or control free trade (mainly imports from
another country).
There are two types of trade barriers.
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1. Tariff barriers – Eg: Import tariff, Export tariff, Specific duty, Ad valorem
duty, Countervailing duty, Anti-dumping duty, Protective tariff etc.
2. Non-Tariff barriers – Eg: quotas, embargoes, sanctions, levies and other restrictions.

What is a Tariff?
In simplest terms, a tariff is a tax.
A tariff is a tax on imports or exports.
Money collected under a tariff is called a duty or customs duty. Tariffs are used by governments
to protect domestic industries from competition.
It adds to the cost of imported goods.

Trump Tariffs

The Trump tariffs are a series of tariffs imposed during the presidency of Donald Trump. In
January 2018, Trump imposed tariffs on solar panels and washing machines, and in March
2018, he imposed tariffs on steel and aluminium.
The case the White House is making is that the tariffs necessary to protect vulnerable American
industries.
President Donald Trump had said that the US which has nearly USD 800 billion deficit with
other countries is ready for a trade war with them if they retaliated against his decision to
impose 25 per cent import tariff on steel and 10 percent on aluminium.

Trade War Escalation – between US and China
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On March 7, US President Donald Trump announced 25% tariffs on imports of steel and
aluminium from China.
China responded by saying it would impose duties on $3bn worth of US products, announcing
tariffs of up to 25% on imports of food including frozen pork, wine and some fruits on April 1.

What can World Trade Organisation (WTO) do?
The arbiter of international trade disputes – WTO – was born in 1995 out of a set of agreements
struck by countries trying to reduce trade barriers.
If a government’s complaint about another nation’s trade barriers is seen as grounded, the
WTO recommends acceptable retaliation.
In the case of steel, Trump is invoking a seldom-used clause of a 1962 U.S. law that gives him
the authority to curb imports if they undermine national security.
Under WTO rules, countries can take trade actions to protect “essential security interests.”
Other nations could challenge the validity of the U.S. use of that clause. They also could copy
the U.S. move by citing national security to block imports themselves.

Trade War – Who will be the winner?
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Stockmarkets across the world have fallen anticipating a full-blown trade war between the
United States and China.
The tariffs measures were poorly received by the vast majority of economists; almost 80% of
104 economists surveyed by Reuters believed that imports on tariffs on steel and aluminum
imports would be a net harm to the U.S. economy, with the rest believing that the tariffs would
have little or no effect; none of the economists surveyed believed that the tariffs would benefit
the U.S. economy.
On the other hand, the trade war can badly affect China too. If China’s exports suffer from
President Trump’s upcoming trade actions, and any copycat barriers elsewhere, domestic
consumption hardly looks robust enough to carry growth.
Should a trade war escalate between the US and China, consultancy Wood Mackenzie
estimates that global economic growth could slow from 2.9% to 2.2% over the next four years.
The small, open economies in the eastern part of the European Union will suffer
disproportionately if the global trade war currently brewing extends to Europe, analysts have
warned.
“Jonathan Butcher, Wood Mackenzie principal economist, in a March 28 note, says, “That risk
of retaliation and escalation is itself a threat to the global economy. We are currently enjoying a
period of robust global growth, but sentiment plays a big part in maintaining economic
momentum. The threat of a trade war could dampen sentiment, slowing consumer spending
and business investment. If a trade war does develop… There are no winners in such a
situation.”

What happened in previous trade wars?
One of the most notorious examples is the Smoot-Hawley Act passed by Congress in 1930
and often blamed for deepening the Great Depression. The act raised import tariffs on some
20,000 goods provoking retaliatory tariffs by major US trading partners, leading to a severe
trade war, the contraction of world trade, and exacerbation of the Great Depression.

Who wins in trade wars?
No one, if history is any guide. When President George W. Bush raised steel tariffs in 2002,
U.S. gross domestic product declined by $30.4 million, according to the U.S. International Trade
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Commission. The U.S. lost about 200,000 jobs, about 13,000 of which were in raw steelmaking, by one estimate.

Summary
Trump’s trade war will hurt everyone — the only question is how much. Everybody, all
economies, will be adversely affected.
A trade war between the world’s major economies would lead to a significant contraction of
world trade. In turn, this could result in a deep recession in the world economy, which would, no
doubt, exacerbate the already tense geopolitical strains.

Reference:
1. Wikipedia
2. Investopedia
3. Bloomberg
4. Business Insider
5. EPW
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‘Jerusalem as Israel’s Capital’ – Implications of US Embassy in
Jerusalem

Recently, US President Donald Trump’s pledge to declare Jerusalem as the capital of Israel
has caused controversy across the world. He also announced his plans to move the US
Embassy to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. Let’s analyse the implications of US Embassy in
Jerusalem.

What is the capital of Israel?
Israel claims that Jerusalem is its capital, but this is not internationally recognised. This is
because the ancient city is also the proclaimed capital of the State of Palestine. And more than
that, Jerusalem is one of the main contentions in Isreal-Palestine conflicts.
So the answer to the question ‘what is the capital of Israel’ depends on who you ask. For the
Israeli government, it’s simple: Jerusalem. But not all countries recognize this.

Historical perspective of Jerusalem
Jerusalem is a holy city for the 3 Abrahamic religions viz, Judaism, Christianity and Islam
representing different periods of its history.
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By 1917, it fell to the British and they had to protect the region under League of Nations
mandate.



UN had chalked up a partition plan for the region by 1947. It had designated Jerusalem as
a special international zone.



But soon wars were to follow. In the Arab-Israeli war of 1948, Israel occupied the western
part and Jordan the eastern part of Jerusalem. The East was to be later annexed by Israel
in the Six Day War of 1967.

Except for three nations (US, Czech Republic and the island nation of Vanuatu), this annexation
was not accepted by the international community and it still considers East Jerusalem as a part
of Palestine territory. Thus, the demand for the boundary as existing prior to 1967 war is raised
by nations for a Two-Nation Theory Agreement.
In deference to this, no country maintains its diplomatic missions in Jerusalem. Foreign
embassies in Israel are located in Tel Aviv. The embassy of India for Israel is at Tel Aviv and
has a Representative Office for Palestine at Ramallah in West Bank.
Israeli “basic law” however cites whole of Jerusalem as its capital. This act has been censured
by the UN Security Council (UNSC) in “strongest terms” in 1980.

Developments
Israel government has a greater control over all parts of Jerusalem than the Palestinian
government except for its East. This is more than evident with the settlement of Israelites to
occupied parts of East Jerusalem and even West Bank. This is alleged to be a ploy by Israel to
supplement it claims on these lands.
On the other hand, Palestine is territorially and administratively divided.


West Bank (called so as it happens to be the western bank of River Jordan) is led by the
Fatah-controlled Palestinian National Authority (PNA) with its president Mahmoud Abbas.



The Gaza strip is controlled by Hamas, which many countries consider as a militant
organisation.

Remember, The Palestinian National Authority was the arrangement for Palestine
administration of its territories after an agreement in 1994 and consequence of Oslo Accords of
1993. Elections in 2006 led to Hamas winning the Gaza strip and Fatah reduced to West Bank
giving rise to an administrative division. The news of shellings during conflict you hear are
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alleged to be from this Gaza strip and against the actions of illegal settlement and alleged
atrocities by Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) against Palestinian people.
The contentious territorial claims on Jerusalem have made it a no man’s land for embassies.
Not willing to add to the conflict, nations choose not to have a permanent base of any form here
until the Palestine problem is settled. In the two-state solution, i.e., the coexistence of Israel and
Palestine as independent countries, Palestine considers East Jerusalem as their future capital.
Importantly, in December 2016, UN had stated that Palestine territories in Jerusalem were
under “hostile occupation”, i.e., by Israel.

Why is Jerusalem in news now?
The US president Donald J Trump in his White House speech earlier this month had
announced that “it is time to officially recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel”. He added that
it is a matter of time that US embassy is situated in Jerusalem.

Implications of recognizing Jerusalem as capital of Jerusalem


The US is a major power and such a decision means it is willing to concede the contentious
claims of Israel. Few former presidents have been so outrightly acquiescent to the Israeli
demand.



The US has brokered for peace and acted as moderators, though not fully impartial, tried to
settle the issue. This unilateral action, however, could hamper the peace process. Its
immediate repercussions were seen in latest protests by Palestinian people.



Open defiance of a global understanding and concern for the Palestinian cause. Even US
allies have vilified this move. It could cue other nations to take a stubborn and defiant
position in global talks. Here, North Korea comes to mind.



Unilateral violation of UNSC resolutions on the need for status quo in Jerusalem and seek
for a peaceful resolution of this issue. The decision was challenged through a resolution in
UNSC and UN General Assembly.



Tougher stand by the Muslim nations of the region. Some led by Turkey declared East
Jerusalem as the capital of Palestine on December 13th, 2017.

What the US administration hopes to achieve:


Wider acceptance to Jerusalem as Israeli capital and move it diplomatic mission there.



A greater say in the happenings in the middle-east. US policy in this region today faces
challenges from Russia and regional power Iran and its proxies.
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To show the world it can take independent decisions that suit a global power.



Satiate the pro-Israel lobbies and provide a pat on the back of Netanyahu Government of
Israel.

The UN vote on Jerusalem issue
Historically, UN has time and again chided Israel for its unilateral actions. UNSC passed a
Resolution 476 asking the “Occupying Power” Israel to refrain changing the character,
demographics and status of the Holy City of Jerusalem. (Reference – Wikipedia)
The Israeli “basic law” have no legal validity and constitute a flagrant violation of the Fourth
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and also
constitute a serious obstruction to achieving a comprehensive, just and lasting peace in the
Middle East, the resolution had said.
Noting that Israel did not comply with this resolution UNSC came out with a stronger
worded Resolution 478 in 1980 that asked nations to not have diplomatic missions in The Holy
City, Jerusalem.
UNSC on December 18th voted on a resolution drafted by Egypt against the US decision to
accept Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and shift its embassy there. It did not name the US in
the resolution but asked nations respect previous UNSC resolutions on the matter. All other
members had voted for the resolution seeking to stop the US in its tracks. But the US used its
veto power to put paid to this effort. It was the first time in 6 years that the US had used it veto
power.
On December 21, 2017, the UN General Assembly took up a resolution that was tabled by
Turkey and Yemen on the same issue, as the UNSC had “failed to act”. Again the resolution did
not name any country but asked nations that its actions that go against UNSC resolutions will
be null and void. The US was found wanting here as the resolution was accepted with over twothirds majority. However, the GA resolution in its “special emergency session”, unlike the UNSC
one, is non-binding.
Earlier, US had threatened nations that if things go against the US it would cut back on this
funding to UN and also have consequences to those nations. Also, Nikki Haley, US permanent
representative to UN said that “No UN vote is going to make any difference” to the US decision
to shift embassy to Jerusalem.

Indian viewpoint on Jerusalem
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India has always been sympathetic to the Palestine cause even as it had tried to play a fine
balancing act vis-a-vis Israel-Palestine issue. It wants a lasting solution on the issue with the
two nations existing independently side by side. India did not recognise Israel initially as it
sought its UN membership in 1948. Diplomatic relations were established with that country
officially only in 1992.
On the other hand, India had supported Palestine efforts to gain UN recognition. India was
convinced that the Palestinian people were the victims here. It had faced its own partition in
1947 on ostensibly religious lines and knows that without a peaceful settlement things are only
going to worsen. Israel had been repeatedly proven aggressor and used disproportionate force
upon the Palestine people.
India’s stand on the issue had lately alternated. The stronger US embrace in Indian diplomacy
is sighted as a reason for this. However, in the latest UNGA resolution, India voted for the
resolution and thus against the US. This, after US, released a statement to members that the
US President would take their vote “personally”.

Examining India’s vote
India has taken a bold and right decision here. There is nothing good to be achieved by the
unilateral decision by the USA. The world community including US’s staunchest allies did not
support the US decision. The problem is not that of the sovereign decision of US to choose
where to locate its embassy, it is of the need to respect the UNSC resolutions that have been
collectively accepted.
This vote may cause slight discomfort for India as The Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu is set to visit India next month, first by an Israeli Premier after 15 years. It could be
hoped that diplomats could deliberate on this and impress upon Israel that there will be no
winners if this US decision is put into action. India needs to reiterate the need for status quo until
the peace process comes up with an agreement acceptable to both nations as well as the
international community.
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Korean Conflict – North Korea, South Korea, USA, and China

In today’s world, there are mainly three ongoing conflicts which possess the capacity to
escalate into a nuclear conflict. These are Israel-Palestine, India-Pakistan and the Korean conflict.
Of these three, the most unpredictable and volatile is the Korean conflict; attributed to the
megalomaniacal character of the North Korean ruler. In this article, we would cover all the
aspects of the Korean Conflict that you must know.

Modern Korea – History from Genesis to the conflict


The present-day political conflicts in Korea has strong roots in its history – the earlier
Chinese and Japanese influence and the later USSR and USA influence.



The Joseon Dynasty ruled most of the Korean peninsula from 1392-1897 (for more than 5
centuries).



Joseon was the last dynasty of Korea and its longest-ruling neo-Confucian dynasty.



The philosophy of neo-Confucian professed by the Joseon is the strongest linking factor of
the Korean peninsula.



China had considerable influence on the Joseon Dynasty. It was a vassal of Qing dynasty
of China. It even leads to a period where Korea was open to trade only with the China. This
explains the historical link between China and Korea.
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In 1895, Treaty of Shimonoseki was signed between Japan and China after the former
defeated China in Sino-Japanese war (1894-95).



As the result of the treaty, Joseon was removed from the China’s vassalage.



In 1897, the Joseon was renamed as KOREAN EMPIRE.



From 1897-1905 Korea witnessed a strong autocratic rule under Emperor Gojong. He
embarked on a journey to strengthen military and market structure of Korea. He was
helped by Russia, which had much influence on Korea during the period.



The Russo-Japanese war (1905) ended Russia’s influence and with the 1905 Protectorate
Treaty, Korean became a Japanese protectorate.



1905-1910 was a period of political turbulence in Korea. It ended with the 1910 annexation of
Korea by Japan.



1910- 1945, Korea was effectively under the rule of the Japanese. It was after the fall of
Japan in World War-II when seeds of Korean conflict were sown.

The Korean Conflict
The present day Korean conflict is born primarily from the seeds sown during Cold War –
between USSR and USA. You may note here that after the defeat of Japan – which was the
earlier controlling force of Korea – the super powers were USSR and USA.

Seeds of the Conflict: By USSR and USA
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The Allied forces of the Second World War at Yalta Conference (1945), agreed to establish
a “four-power trusteeship over Korea”.



Before a concrete plan could be formulated, the USSR invaded Korea and within a week
Japan surrendered. This led to a condition where the north of Korea was under USSR and
the south under rest of allied, mainly USA. (the two regions are divided by the 38th parallel)



In December 1945 at Moscow Conference, joint Soviet-American commission was
established to work on Trusteeship issue of Korea.



The fear of the spread of communism and the mutual distrust between USSR and USA led
to the failure of the trusteeship plan.



The advent of cold-war the end to the hope of united Korea.



In 1948 the United Nations proposed free elections across all of Korea. USSR rejected this
plan. But an election took place in the American protectorate resulting in the establishment
of the Republic of Korea (South Korea).



The next month the northern part was declared as Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(North Korea).



Both halves tried to enhance their reach, territorially and ideologically, which gave birth to
the Korean Conflict.

Escalation of the conflict – The Korean Wars
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In 1950, North Korea, supplied by USSR, launched an attack on South Korea occupying
most of the country.



As a response to the attack, in September (1950) United Nations force led by the US
retaliated with brutal force and changed the dynamics of the war.



1950-51 period was the most turbulent one.



The US forces led by Douglas MacArthur wished to use the opportunity to capture the north
and hence crossed the 38th parallel. But their aggression led to the entry of China to support
North Korea.



Sensing escalation of the crisis, US president removed Douglas MacArthur in 1951 and
peace talks began in 1951.



Mid 1951 to 1953 saw a period of relative calm despite acts of hostilities from both the
sides.



After the death of Stalin, in 1953, USSR brokered an armistice agreement. It lead to (1) An
official ceasefire without a Peace treaty. So, in a sense, the war never ended. (2) Exchange
of Prisoners of war (PoWs). (3) Establishment of Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) – 2.5
miles wide and approximately 150-mile long areas with no military presence. Though its
surrounding makes the most fortified border in the world.

The Weapon Race by North Korea


Under Kim Jong il (the second leader of North Korea and father of present leader Kim
Jong-un) North Korea accelerated their nuclear programme and supposedly developed
nuclear capabilities (probably with help of China).



It withdrew from the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 2003. (North Korea is not a member
of Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) too)



Thereafter it tested nuclear explosives in 2006, 2009, 2013, and 2016. Also, it has
demonstrated Uranium enrichment capability and possesses weapon grade Plutonium.



For denuclearizing the Korean Peninsula, the Six-Party Talks between North Korea, South
Korea, Japan, China, Russia, and the United States began in 2003. Though, these are in
suspension since 2009.



There are suspicions that it possesses large chemical weapon arsenal. (North Korea is not
a member of Chemical Weapon Convention (CWC))



In December 2015, Kim Jong Un also claimed to have thermonuclear capabilities (the
veracity of the claim is, however, a matter of debate).

Korean Conflict: Recent Troubles
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In 2016 North Korea conducted two nuclear test (its fourth and fifth tests). In addition, it
successfully launched medium and long-range missiles.



Despite global condemnation and warnings, it continued its ventures and in March 2017,
launched four Ballistic Missiles.



Portraying an offensive stance, US started deploying THAAD (Terminal High Altitude Area
Defence) in South Korea from March 2017. (Note: For information on India’s Ballistic
missile defence system click here)



Unfazed by the threats, on 4th July 2017 (Independence Day of USA) North Korea claimed
to have successfully launched an Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM), capable of
reaching even Alaska, USA.

‘North Korea vs South Korea’ now ‘North Korea vs USA’: What Makes Things
Worse?
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Megalomaniac attitude of Kim Jong Un, who in the past has demonstrated acts of utter
cruelty to satisfy his ego.



The USA under Donald Trump is fickle in foreign policy where there seems to be knee-jerk
based diplomacy rather than realpolitik. His action in Afghanistan (dropping of GBU-43)
shows his willingness to go to great extents to satisfy his motives.



China which serves as a lifeline to North Korea hasn’t shown concerted efforts to solve the
issue. This resulted in blame game started by the US president, which has further made
getting China’s support a tough task.



Despite President of South Korea Moon Jae-in’s call for talks, the North Korean leader
hasn’t shown much interest. The possibility of talks between the original parties nearly
over.



The conflict which involved territorial issue between North and South Korea has
transformed into a tussle between the USA and North Korea. The launch of ICBM by North
Korea on 4th July 2017 proves the point. It reduces the possibility of a local solution and if
not resolved in time, it could lead into a full blown nuclear war.

Possible Solution to the Korean Conflict

War is not a solution, it’s a progenitor of conflicts. Only total destruction of a party involved can
bring peace after war, that too depends on whims of the victorious. Therefore, we won’t
consider war as a possible solution. Thus the available options are:


Breaking Economic life line of North Korea with the support of China:
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It is hard to achieve, especially when China consider North Korea as a strategic asset
to engage USA without confronting the US directly.



Also, if cornered, there is a possibility that Kim Jong Un may take the nuclear path as a
desperate measure.



A cyber-attack to paralyse the missile and nuclear weapon system of North Korea.
Like Stuxnet did to Iran:


Cyber-attacks are best to measure to delay or disrupt but fail on a long term basis.



North Korea has maintained a closed network and it’s very hard to judge how much
damage cyber-attack can do. A mediocre success by cyber-attack would only make
North Korea’s preparedness more robust.



Conciliation based on the initiative of South Korea:


This seems the best option available. To start it, we can resume the Six-party
Meet that has remained in suspension since 2009. Also, US need to take a bigger step
and remove THAAD so that such talks can begin again.

Conclusion: Don’t neglect the China factor
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In his book “Art of War”, Sun Tzu calls for war where there should be a diversion of enemy’s
strength without directly indulging with the opponent. North Korea is the point of diversion of
strength, the US the opponent and China the strategist. The continued support to the North
Korea by China, directly as well as clandestinely vindicates this policy.
Any solution to Korean Conflict would be either short lived or highly destructive if China doesn’t
support it. Korean crisis is the litmus test of realpolitik and use of force only shows a lack of
wits. In an ideal world, we could call for a concerted effort by all to bring peace. But pragmatism
calls for the wait and watch, as for now, peace is not beneficial for the one capable of bringing
peace.
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One Belt One Road (OBOR) by China – Should India Join It?
Chinese President Xi Jinping announced one of China’s most ambitious foreign policy and
economic initiatives at the end of 2013. He called for the building of a Silk Road Economic
Belt and a 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, collectively referred to as One Belt One Road
(OBOR).
One Belt One Road (OBOR) is arguably one of the largest development plans in modern history.
But is this initiative a merely economic one or geostrategic step by China? Will India get benefit
by joining this initiative or not? Let us discuss this initiative in detail.

What is “One Belt, One Road” or OBOR?

One Belt, One Road (OBOR) is China’s much-touted new foreign and economic policy. It is a
development strategy to connect China with Central Asia, Europe, and Indo-Pacific littoral
countries. This policy has two components:
1. Belt– The “One Belt” refers to the land-based “Silk Road Economic Belt”. Here Beijing aims
to connect the country’s underdeveloped hinterland to Europe through Central Asia.
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2. Road – The “One Road” references the ocean-going “Maritime Silk Road”. It is to connect
the fast-growing South East Asian region to China’s southern provinces through ports and
railways.
The plan is to connect the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. This will connect Chinese
coastline with SE Asia, South Asia, Gulf and East coast of Africa. China will build hard and soft
maritime infrastructure. It will include custom co-ordination, the formation of SEZ, new ports, ecommerce, trade liberalisation and policy coordination.
OBOR covers countries throughout the Asian continent from China to the rest of Eurasia. The
geographical stretch makes it comparable with Silk Road or Silk Route, an ancient network of
trade routes connecting the East and West around 120 BCE to 1450s CE that is famous for the
profitable silk (and horses) trade. That is why it is also called as “New Silk Road” initiative.

Objectives of China behind the One Belt One Road


The OBOR strategy is often reported as China’s ambitious push to take a bigger role in
global affairs and expand its friend circle.



While China insists that the investment in OBOR is economically motivated and it will bring
economic benefits to host countries but the project is multi-prolonged and is intended to
serve diplomatic, economic and strategic purposes.



It is also intended to address its domestic needs in economic transformation. The demand
for industrial output will increase and thus will revitalise its economy.



This project will build China’s soft power and some analysts call it a China’ Marshall Plan.



This initiative will make Indo-Pacific region to be Sino-centric economic and security region.



It is also an attempt to counter US propaganda that rising China is a threat to world peace.
Thus it is to convince that rising China is not a threat rather creates a win-win situation for
all.



Maritime Silk Road, and especially Chinese infrastructure investment is implicitly intended
to facilitate more frequent People’s Liberation Army Navy deployments in the Indian Ocean
and beyond.

Which countries are involved?
The ‘Belt’ and ‘Road’ covers primarily Asia and Europe, encompassing around 60 countries.
On China’s “One Belt, One Road” official website, it also says the initiative is open to all
countries as well as international and regional organisations for cooperation.
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is expected to connect Kashgar in Xinjiang in
China’s far west with the Port of Gwadar in the province of Baluchistan via a network of
highways, railways, and pipelines. This project would allow China to transport energy resources
such as petroleum from Middle Eastern countries to China via a land route through Pakistan.
China signed 51 MoUs with Pakistan worth $46 billion as part of this project in April 2015. This
corridor is an extension of China’s Silk Road initiative. This project will provide economic growth
to Pakistan and will help in boosting infrastructure development with the help of China.

Geostrategic aspect in CPEC


Energy security is a key concern for China and oil pipelines through Pakistan would cut
about 16,000 kilometers from the distance traveled by goods traded between China and
the Middle East. China plans to build oil storage facilities and a refinery at Gwadar Port,
with oil transported to its Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region via road and pipeline. This
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will let it move energy and goods to inland China without going through the Strait of
Malacca, which could be blocked by US or India should hostilities break out in the region.


This project will lead to development in Western China where tensions are simmering from
activities by radical separatists due to closeness with Pakistan and Afghanistan. Ideally,
this project would promote growth in Pakistan, weaken the extremists and encourage
Pakistan army to support peace efforts in Afghanistan.



Implications for India: CPEC will provide China strategic access to the Arabian Sea and
enhance its presence in the region. It would enable China to wield much more powerful
influence in the Indian Ocean. Once completed, CPEC project would mean that the
Chinese presence in entire Pakistan including Pakistan Occupied Kashmir becomes all
pervasive and powerful. The route of CPEC passes through POK and makes China an
indirect stakeholder in Kashmir conflict between India and Pakistan.

India’s position regarding One Belt One Road
India is opposed to Chinese One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative since the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) passes through the Indian territory. Indian government stated that
the connectivity cannot undermine the sovereignty of other nations. India has also refused to
attend the 1st Belt and Road Summit which is going to happen in China in May 2017.

Should India join One Belt One Road?
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Advantages of joining OBOR


India will not be able to stop China in carrying on this initiative nor can it stop its neighbours
from joining this initiative. So whether India joins this initiative or not, the project will take
place and not join may harm India’s interests.



India may become isolated in this region since all of its neighbours (except Bhutan) have
joined One Belt One Road. Leaving any regional platform may hamper India’s credentials
and may hasten the end of its regional hegemony.



Some analysts say that this initiative will be a win-win situation for India since it will
increase the connectivity of the region. There may emerge mutually beneficial swap where
India protecting Chinese interests in the Indian Ocean and China securing India’s essential
undertakings in their part of the waters.



Regional transport, energy security, and blue economy are key to OBOR initiative which
will be helpful for India.



China has the financial capital, technology to accelerate the development of other countries
and India also need resources and funds for its own development.



Trade: The OBOR project will open more links of trade between India and other countries.
Further, India does not enjoy much leverage to guide ocean trade markets despite having
proximity to the sea and a strong navy. Through OBOR project India will get access to
more business in an environment which promote friendly reforms.



Some analysts feel that countries like Russia and others in SCO would want Indian
participation in OBOR as a counterweight to Chinese influence.



Regardless of economic interests, India cannot ignore the symbolic significance as it was
along the Silk Route that Indian trade and philosophy (Buddhism) traveled to the rest of
Asia. Thus China may gain cultural hegemony in the region which may prove counterproductive to India.

Disadvantages of joining OBOR


OBOR is a unilateral ideational of China and there is a lack of transparency in its working.
The process is not participatory and collaborative in nature.



Under Maritime Silk Route (MSR) China is developing ports in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and
Pakistan and is trying to enlarge its influence using its economic might in the Bay of Bengal
and the Arabian Sea. Thus MSR is nothing but an economic disguise to the “Strings of
Pearls” Theory. China is investing a huge amount of money in India’s
immediate neighbourhood and these countries tend to use the China card against India.
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OBOR seems to be primarily driven by broad geostrategic and geopolitical aim. For
Example, China-Pakistan Economic Corridor gives de facto legitimization to Pakistan’s
rights in Pakistan Occupied Kashmir which is against India’s interests. Since this port is
closer to the Persian Gulf, it could be used as a transshipment point for China’s energy
supplies obviating the needs to go through the Strait of Malacca in South East Asia. Apart
from serving as a commercial port, Gwadar is also deep enough to accommodate
submarines and aircraft carriers. Thus it may be used as a military port by People
Liberation Army Navy in future.



Through OBOR, China is countering the strategies of India in North East region and is
promoting its greater presence in North East India, part of which China claims as its own
territory. This may have a security impact on India.

What should India do to counter One Belt One Road?
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India has already refused to join this initiative due to geostrategic and geopolitical angle
attached to this project. Instead, India has started initiatives for connectivity on its own.
Following are some of the steps taken by India.
1. Project Mausam: It is soft power diplomacy by India. The project is under Ministry of
Culture and its purpose is to reconnect and re-establish communication links between
countries of Indian Ocean and enhancing their cultural values.
2. SagarMala: It is a port led direct and indirect development with a focus on infrastructure
and connectivity. The project is to enhance the capacity of major and non-major ports and
also to start their modernization process.
3. Chabahar Port: Chabahar’s location give India access, besides Iran, to Afghanistan, central
Asia, and Europe, bypassing Pakistan altogether and cutting down significantly current
travel distances and time. International North South Transport Corridor initiated by India,
Russia, and Iran is another connectivity solution for India in Central Asia.
4. Naval Ports: India is developing naval ports in Indian Ocean regions like at Madagascar,
Seychelles, and Mauritius.
5. IORARC: India is involved in the Indian Ocean Rim Association grouping whose first
summit took place in Jakarta in 2017.
6. Alliances: Alliance of India with like-minded countries like Japan. Japan has agreed to
promote India’s “Act East” policy by developing and strengthening reliable, sustainable and
resilient infra that augments connectivity within India and between India and other countries
in the region aimed at advancing Asian industrial networks and regional value chains with
open, fair and transparent business environment in the region. Japan and India can build
rail and road connectivity across the Eurasian landmass running parallel to OBOR.

Conclusion
Theoretically, if India’s political and strategic concerns are met, the initiative could be seen as
viable, particularly given that many of the projects envisaged under the BCIM (Bangladesh
China India Myanmar) corridor and the Asian Highway project would dovetail into OBOR.
Already all of India’s neighbours (with the exception of Bhutan) are a part of it, and India too is
keen to increase connectivity with them. However, tense bilateral relations with China, deep
mistrusts and India’s growing concerns over Chinese hegemonic intentions in South Asia and
Indo-Pacific region make it practically unlikely that India will ever consider joining this project.
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) – What can India do?
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a part of China’s ambitious One Belt One
Road (OBOR) Initiative to link China with Europe. Started in 2013, the CPEC is a
developmental project between Pakistan and its all-weather friend China.

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC): 46 billion dollar project

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a whopping 46 billion dollar project which will
connect Kashgarin Xinjiang province of China, with Gwadar port in Baluchistan which is the
largest province in Pakistan. It is connected through a vast and complex network of roads as
well as other infrastructure projects such as dams, hydropower projects, railways, and
pipelines.

What is Pakistan’s interest in CPEC?
Under the ‘1+4’ cooperation framework of CPEC, ‘1’ represents ‘CPEC’ and
the 4 includes Energy, Gwadar Port, Transport Infrastructure and Industrial cooperation. The
Chinese investments are supposed to boost Pakistan’s 274 billion dollar GDP by over 15
percent.


Energy needs of Pakistan: The large scale energy production has been termed as the
biggest breakthrough of the project. Energy projects such as Karot Hydropower project,
Karachi Nuclear power plant and World’s largest solar power plant in Pakistan’s Punjab
Province etc are part of this initiative that can double Pakistan’s energy capacity.
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Infrastructure development: Like any other developing country Pakistan is also suffering
due to lack of basic infrastructure facilities. With CPEC, Pakistan expects infrastructural
enhancement which includes construction of a 2,000 km of road and rail network worth
10.63 billion dollars.



Employment Opportunities: This corridor promises huge employment opportunities to all
sections of the society.



Away from Western Influence: CPEC provides Pakistan with an opportunity to work closely
with a more reliable friend China independent of Western influence especially the US.

What is China’s interest in CPEC?



Access to the Middle East and Europe: By materialising the CPEC project, China can save
millions of dollars every year by shortening its route by about 12,000 km which is critical for
energy imports.



Gwadar Port: A fully operational Gwadar port in Pakistan provides the following benefits.

1. It provides a link between Maritime Silk Road and the Arabian Sea.
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2. The port at the mouth of the Persian Gulf provides China with the shortest route to the oilrich Middle East, Africa, and most of the Western hemisphere. Gwadar will have the
estimated capacity to handle 19 million tonnes of crude oil per year, which will be sent to
China after being refined at the port. At present, China transports 80% of its oil through the
Strait of Malacca.
3. Apart from these lucrative commercial benefits, China also has huge strategic and
geopolitical advantages in the Indian Ocean region.

What are the major concerns for Pakistan?
Despite the fact that CPEC provides Pakistan huge economic potential, there are
apprehensions regarding the success of this project.

The presence of Chinese army in Pakistan
The Pakistani Army had set up a special division to provide security for Chinese workers in
Pakistan involved in CPEC-related projects. In addition to this, thousands of Chinese security
personnel are deployed in Pakistan to provide security to Chinese workers in Pakistan. This
can create a threat to the sovereignty of Pakistan.

Internal Conflicts
The insurgent groups in Baluchistan are opposing CPEC as it disturbs the ethnic distribution of
the region. This poses a threat to CPEC as Gwadar port which is situated in Baluchistan holds
the key to the success of the corridor. Any further unrest in the area could completely
destabilise Pakistan and its geopolitical interests.

Terrorism
The banned terrorist organisations in Pakistan poses a serious threat to the project. It may also
hamper the relations with China in the long run.

The role of India
Pakistan believes that India is keen on sabotaging CPEC by funding and training insurgency
elements in Baluchistan.

Hambantota Project Experience
The SriLankan Govt has taken billions of Dollars in loans from China for Hambantota projects
which are also part of OBOR initiative. Now as we see, Sri Lanka is left at the mercy of IMF to
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pay back China’s hefty loans. In the same way, lack of transparency regarding the interest rates
and other terms may leave Pakistan in the same situation.

CPEC and its Significance to India

From the time when it was initiated India opposed CPEC route and development of Gwadar
port. The reasons are listed below:


The planned CPEC route passes through POK and Gilgit-Baltistan, which India claims to
be its own integral and indispensable territory, illegally held by CPEC also somewhat
legitimises Pakistan’s ownership over disputed PoK and it may lead to the
internationalisation of Kashmir Issue which India doesn’t want. Apart from this India feels
that the high economic stakes in the project will push China to ally with Pakistan on the
Kashmir dispute.



With the complete realisation of CPEC, China will get a free corridor to move its armour
and mechanised weapons which are a threat to India in the plains of Punjab and
Rajasthan. In the guise of securing CPEC, China can permanently position troops on
Pakistan soil not too far from the Indian



Despite clarifications from China and Pakistan that the port at Gwadar will be used only for
economic purposes, India fears that China may establish a naval base at Gwadar to ensure
Chinese maritime hegemony in the Indian Ocean. India considers Gwadar Port as part of
China’s String of Pearls” bases, that extends from its eastern coast to the Arabian Sea.
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What can India do?


In order to counter Chinese dominance in Gwadar Port, India has invested in Iran’s
Chabahar port which is very near to Gwadar. Also, India, Iran, and Afghanistan signed a
trade corridor deal giving India the land access to Central Asia from Chabahar, bypassing
Pakistan.



India can work on improving the relationship with Pakistan as it can provide the shortest
land route for us to access Central Asia. Therefore a good relationship with Pakistan can
give a boost to our trade relations with central Asian countries.



India should keep in mind that realisation of CPEC is important as a stable and
economically strong Pakistan is necessary for the peace and prosperity in the region.

Conclusion


China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) can act as a catalyst for economic connectivity
and integration in Central Asia, South Asia, and West Asia.



However, it should not jeopardise the India’s sovereignty through any channel. India should
highlight its concerns via diplomatic initiatives to address it fears.



India should be cautious while explicitly opposing the project as it would strain the
relationship with China.



Last but not the least a prosperous South Asia is possible only if India and Pakistan leave
their political clout and work closely with each other to find an amicable solution to the
bilateral Issues.
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Arctic Council: Everything you need to know about
The Arctic Council is an intergovernmental forum promoting cooperation, coordination, and
interaction among the Arctic States, Arctic indigenous communities and other Arctic inhabitants
on common Arctic issues, in particular on issues of sustainable development and environmental
protection in the Arctic.

Arctic Council: The Background



The Arctic Council was founded on the initiative of the Government of Finland in September
1989 where officials from the 8 Arctic Countries met in Rovaniemi, Finland, to
discuss cooperative measures to protect the Arctic environment.



The initiative resulted in numerous technical and scientific reports being prepared,
culminating in the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (June 1991) – a declaration on
the protection of Arctic environment.



Through this cooperation, the Arctic Council formed with the signing of the Ottawa
Declaration on 19 September 1996 in Ottawa, Canada.

The focus areas of the Arctic Council
The main focus areas of the Arctic Council are:
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1. The Environment and climate change.
2. Bio-diversity.
3. Oceans.
4. The indigenous Arctic peoples.

The participants of the Arctic Council
The participants of the Arctic Council are:
1. Governments of the eight member states.
2. The Permanent Participants PPS.
3. Working Groups.
4. Observers.

The members of the Arctic Council
The members of the Arctic Council are:
1. Canada.
2. Denmark.
3. Finland.
4. Iceland.
5. Norway.
6. Russia
7. The USA.

The Permanent Participants
The Six additional organisations to represent Arctic indigenous peoples have status as permanent
participants. This category was created to provide for active participation and representation of
the indigenous peoples. They include:
1. Aleut International Association
2. The Arctic Athabaskan Council.
3. Gwich’in Council International.
4. The Inuit Circumpolar Council.
5. Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North.
6. The Saami Council.

Working Groups
The work of the Arctic Council is channelled through six working groups. They are:
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(1) Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP)
The ACAP acts as a strengthening and supporting mechanism to encourage national actions to
reduce emissions and other releases of pollutants.

(2) Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP)
The AMAP monitors the Arctic environment, ecosystems and human populations, and provides
scientific advice to support governments as they tackle pollution and adverse effects of climate
change.

(3) The Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna Working Group (CAFF)
The CAFF addresses the conservation of Arctic biodiversity, working to ensure the
sustainability of the Arctic’s living resources.

(4) The Emergency Prevention, Preparedness, and Response Working Group (EPPR)
The EPPR works to protect the Arctic environment from the threat or impact of an accidental
release of pollutants or radionuclides.

(5) The Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME)
The PAME Working Group is the focal point of the Arctic Council’s activities related to the
protection and sustainable use of the Arctic marine environment.

(6) The Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG)
The SDWG works to advance sustainable development in the Arctic and to improve the
conditions of Arctic communities as a whole.
Note: The Council may also establish Task Forces or Expert Groups to carry out specific work.
Decisions of the Arctic Council are taken by consensus among the eight the Arctic Council
States, with consideration of the reports and recommendations of the working groups and with
the full consultation and involvement of the Permanent Participants representing indigenous
groups.

Observers in the Arctic Council


The Observer status in the Arctic Council is granted to non-arctic states, intergovernmental
and inter-parliamentary organisations and other global and regional non-governmental
organisations.
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The observer country is invited to the meetings of the council and observes the work and
proceedings of the council. In meetings, with the permission of the chair, observers may
make statements, submit relevant documents and provide their perspective on various
issues. While observers may propose projects through an Arctic State of the permanent
participant, financial contributions to a project cannot exceed financing from the Arctic
States unless declared by the SAOs.



There are currently 12 non-arctic countries, nine intergovernmental and Inter-Parliamentary
Organisations and 11 non-governmental organisations that have been granted observer
status in the Arctic Council.

Twelve Non-Arctic countries that have an approved Observer Status
Observer Country

Name of the Meeting in which observer Status granted

Year

1. France

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

2. Germany

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

3. Netherlands

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

4. Poland

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

6. UK

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

5. Spain

Salekhard Ministerial meeting

2006

7. China

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

8. Italy

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

9. Japan

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

10. Korea

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

11. Singapore

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

12. India

Kiruna Ministerial meeting

2013

* Also present at the signing ceremony” in Ottawa 19 September, 1996.

Nine Intergovernmental and Inter-Parliamentary Organisations that have an approved observer status
Name of the Organization

Name of the Meeting in which observer
Status granted
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1. International Federation of Red Cross & Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

2. International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

3. Nordic Council of Ministers (NCM)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

4. Nordic Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO)

Reykjavik Ministerial meeting

2004

5. North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission
(NAMMCO)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

6. Standing Committee of the Parliamentarians of the
Arctic Region (SCPAR)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

7. United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

8. United Nations Development Program (UNDP)

Inari Ministerial meeting

2002

9. United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

* Also present at the signing ceremony” in Ottawa 19 September 1996.

Eleven Non-governmental organisations are approved observers in the Arctic Council
Name of the Organization

Name of the Meeting in which observer Status
granted

1. Advisory Committee on Protection of the Seas
(ACOPS)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000*

2. Arctic Institute of North America (AINA)
(Formerly Arctic Cultural Gateway (ACG))

Reykjavik Ministerial meeting ( As: Arctic
Circumpolar Route)

2004

3. Association of World Reindeer Herders (AWRH)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

4. Circumpolar Conservation Union (CCU)

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

5. International Arctic Science Committee (IASC)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

Barrow Ministerial meeting

2000

6. International Arctic Social Sciences
Association (IASSA)
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Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

8. International Work Group for Indigenous
Affairs (IWGIA)

Inari Ministerial meeting

2002

9. Northern Forum (NF)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998

10. University of the Arctic (UArctic)

Inari Ministerial meeting

2002

11. World Wide Fund for Nature-Global Arctic
Program (WWF)

Iqaluit Ministerial meeting

1998*

* Also present at the signing ceremony” in Ottawa 19 September 1996.

What are the criteria for selecting Observers?
The general suitability of an applicant for the selection of observer status in the Council are
based on the extent which the observer:
1. Accept and support the objectives of the Arctic Council defined in the Ottawa declaration.
2. Recognise Arctic States’ sovereignty, sovereign rights and jurisdiction in the Arctic.
3. Recognise that an extensive legal framework applies to the Arctic Ocean including, notably,
the Law of the Sea, and that this framework provides a solid foundation for responsible
management of this ocean.
4. Respect the values, interests, culture and traditions of Arctic indigenous peoples and other
Arctic inhabitants.
5. Have demonstrated a political willingness as well as financial ability to contribute to the
work of the Permanent Participants and other Arctic indigenous peoples.
6. Have demonstrated their Arctic interests and expertise relevant to the work of the Arctic
Council.
7. Have demonstrated a concrete interest and ability to support the work of the Arctic Council,
including through partnerships with member states and Permanent Participants bringing
Arctic concerns to global decision-making bodies.

What is India’s role in the Arctic Council?
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India was granted the observer status at the Kiruna Ministerial Meeting on May 15, 2013. In
becoming an observer, India had to agree to the following criteria set by the Council:
1. To recognise the sovereign rights of Arctic states.
2. To recognise that the Law of the Sea and the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea,
constitute the legal basis and the legal framework within which the Arctic will be managed.
3. To respect indigenous peoples, local cultures and traditions.
4. To respect indigenous peoples, local cultures and traditions.
5. To be able to contribute to the work of the Arctic Council.


India has therefore officially recognised the territorial jurisdiction and sovereign rights of the
Arctic states. India has also accepted the UNCLOS as the governing instrument for the
Arctic implying that jurisdiction over both the continental shelf and maritime passage, and
the resources of the ocean will primarily lay with the eight Arctic States. India has,
therefore, no more room to argue that the region is treated in the same manner as the
Antarctica. China has lost no time in positioning itself through a number of asset
acquisitions in several Arctic states, in particular, Russia and Canada.



However, what is worrying is that ecological protection, the main reason behind
establishing the council has now been trumped by economic factors. India and other
developing nations must put the Arctic as an important part of their agenda on climate
change negotiations.

Points to Remember


The Ottawa Declaration lists the members of the Arctic Council. Only those countries that
are located in the Arctic region are eligible for membership.



The location of the Secretariat was rotated biennially with the Chairmanship of the Arctic
Council. Currently, the Arctic Council Secretariat became formally operational in 2013 in
Tromso, Norway.
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The Chairmanship of the Arctic Council is rotated every two years once. The first country to
chair the Arctic Council was Canada (1996-1998). Finland will be the current chair of the
Arctic Council (from 2017-2019).



The decisions, recommendations or guidelines of the Arctic Council are non-enforceable
and strictly the prerogative of the individual state.



The Arctic Council mandate explicitly excludes military security as per the Ottawa
Declaration as per the explanation to clause 1(a).



The Arctic Council does not have a fund or a program. All contributions are made
voluntarily by the respective member states.



The first Ministerial Meeting was held from 17th to 18th September 1998, Iqaluit, Canada.
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India’s stand on Israel-Palestine conflict: Recent Changes
We have covered the Israel-Palestine conflict in one of our previous notes. In this post let’s
cover India’s stand on Israel-Palestine conflict.
There has been much debate in recent times about whether India has changed its pro-Arab
historical stance on the Israel-Palestine conflict. Let’s try to understand India’s relationship with
both the countries first. This would help you understand India’s stand on the Israel-Palestine
conflict.

India-Palestinian relations



India’s solidarity with Palestinian people and its attitude towards Palestinian cause was
taken shape during our freedom struggle against British colonialism. In 1938, on the
proposal to create a homeland for Jews in Palestine, Mahatma Gandhi wrote, “my
sympathy for the Jews does not blind me to the requirements of Justice. It is wrong and
inhuman to impose the Jews on the Arabs’.



In 1947, having been the victim of Partition and going through its horrific scenes, India
voted against the partition of Palestine at the United Nations General Assembly. It should
be noted that India was the only non-Arab and Non-Muslim country to do so.



Post Independence also, empathy with Palestine became the essential part of our foreign
policy.



India has always played a proactive role in garnering support for the Palestinian cause at
multilateral forums.



And in 1974, India became the first non-Arab country to recognise Palestine Liberation
Organisation (PLO) as the sole representative of the Palestinian.
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India was one of the first countries to recognise the state of Palestine in 1988.



When Palestine Authority (PA), a self Government body, was created as a result of Oslo
Peace accord, India opened her Representative Office for it in Gaza, which later was
shifted to Ramallah in 2003.



India voted in favour of UN Resolution against constructing West Bank wall by Israel in
2003.



India voted in favour for accepting Palestine as a full member of UNESCO in 2011.



India voted in favour of upgrading the status of Palestine to a ‘non-member state ‘ in UN in
2012.



In 2014, India supported a UNHRC resolution to lauch probe into the Isreal’s offensive in
Gaza.

India’s cooperation with Palestine in other areas



Along with Political support, India has been contributing material and technical assistance
to the Palestinian people. India has offered budgetary assistance to a tune of US$ 30
million since 1995 till date for different development initiatives in Palestine. Construction of
a library in Al-Azhar university, library – cum activity centre in Palestine technical college
etc. to name a few.



In 2016 India pledged a USD 1.25 million to the UN relief agency for Palestinian refugees
as it voiced concern over the fragile situation and ongoing conflicts in the Middle East.
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India has always been a leading partner in educational support and cooperation to
Palestine. It has been at the forefront of the capacity building process, extending hundreds
of scholarships to Palestinian students under the ITEC (Indian Technical & Economic
Cooperation)



India-Palestine cultural connections draw strength from India’s cultural and civilizational
linkages with the Arab world. Due to the cultural similarities of both countries, Indian Arts
and Culture is very popular in Palestine. Several cultural activities such as Kalarippayattu
(Indian Martial Art), Kathak etc. were organised in Palestine in the recent past. Indian films,
yoga, Indian cuisines etc are also popular in Palestine.

Reasons behind India’s pro-Palestine policy
1. India with a considerable number of Muslim Population has been always sympathetic to the
Muslim population in Palestine. Indian politicians also followed a pro- Palestine approach
without hurting the minority sentiments.
2. India did not want to jeopardise the interest of its citizens (more than 7 million) working in
Arab countries which are a good source of forex reserves.
3. India is dependent on the Arab nations for its larger oil imports.
4. India’s co-operation with the Soviet Union during cold war era and our desire to counter
Pakistan with the support of Arab nations was another reason for our pro-Palestine policy.

India-Israel Relations

Though India voted against a UN resolution for the creation of Israel, once Israel is created,
India officially recognised Israel (in 1950). But full diplomatic ties were established only in 1992.
The reasons for this tectonic shift in the foreign policy stand were:
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1. During these years, the popular perception of Israel was negative as it was a state formed
on religion and analogous to Pakistan. However, the formation of an Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in 1969 which neglected the sentiments of Indian Muslims by
blocking of India’s membership to this group by Pakistan is one of the primary triggers for
the change in stance. (Even today India is not a member of OIC).
2. India has received no backing from the Arab countries on Kashmir Issue. There have been
no serious attempts by the Arab world to put pressure on Pakistan to reign in the crossborder insurgency in Kashmir.
3. Israel supported India during Indo-Pak wars even before full diplomatic ties were
established.
4. With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the rise of US as a super power, India started
aligning itself with the US and this further added to our improved relations with Israel.
5. After decades of Non-Alignment and Pro-Arab policy, in 1992 India changed its stance and
established full diplomatic ties with Israel.

India-Israel Relations post 1992


By 1992, the stage was ready for a new beginning in the history of India-Israel relationship.
As mentioned earlier, the first steps towards de-hyphenation were initiated in 1992 when
the government established full diplomatic relations with the bilateral relationship between
the two countries has blossomed at the economic, military, agricultural, space research and
political levels.



Israel was one of the rare countries to directly help India during the Kargil War. The Kargil
conflict revealed some important deficiencies in India’s intelligence and military forces. In
the efforts to rectify these problems, India turned towards Israeli assistance and
technologies.



Since then Israel became an important defence importer for India. When India was
planning to undertake a military strike against Pakistan in June 2002 as part of Operation
Parakram (response to our Parliament attack), Israel supplied hardware through special
planes.



Now, India is the world’s largest buyer of Israeli weaponry and in 2013 India was the third
largest trading partner of Israel in Asia.



Apart from defence cooperation, Israel has intensified its cooperation with Indian
agriculture, helping farmers multiply their income by the adoption of modern agricultural
technologies to increase the productivity.
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Recent years have been witnessing a major boost in the cooperation in other areas such
as S&T, Space research, Commerce, and trade etc.



Indian President Pranab Mukherjee’s Israel visit in 2015 was another milestone in bilateral
relations, as this was the first visit by an Indian president to Israel. Our PM is planning to
visit Israel in 2017.

What is India’s stand on Israel-Palestine Conflict?



India traditionally believes in the 2-state solution and supports the establishment of a
sovereign independent and a viable state of Palestine.



India’s support for Palestine has not deterred its growing relationship with Israel.



However, over the years, the Indian government has diluted its reaction to Israel’s
treatment of the Palestinians.



In 2014 India favoured a UN resolution which established a Commission of Inquiry to
investigate a violation of international humanitarian and human rights law in the ‘Occupied
Territories’ during ‘ Operation Protective Edge’. (Please refer article on Israel-Palestine
Conflict). But our Government was reluctant to pass a resolution in Parliament condemning
the Israeli action deviating from its earlier practice.



In 2015 India abstained at the UN Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) on a resolution
welcoming the report of the same Commission of Inquiry. It was the first time India refused
to vote against Israel.



Later on, our Government clarified that there was no change in India’s traditional support to
the Palestinian cause and it was the reference to the ICC (International criminal court)
which made India abstain from voting. (India has not signed Rome statute on ICC).
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However, with an increased focus on closer ties with Israel, there is little doubt that India
has diluted its support to Palestine.

What are the things India must keep in mind before endorsing Israel?
The important areas of concern by India before endorsing Israel are as follows:
1. India’s energy security still relied upon the Arab Nations.
2. India should consider its relations with Saudi Arabia and Iran before going for closer ties
with Israel. Saudi has not yet recognised Israel as a country and Iran supports the
Palestinian cause. Any direct stake on Israel would affect our relation with these countries.

Way ahead

Israel wants India to end its pro-Palestine policy. Considering the defence and technological
ties with Israel, India can’t ignore Israel too. However, while going beyond strategic relations
with Israel, India cannot afford to ignore its crucial energy ties with Iran and the Gulf countries.
Also, it should not be forgotten that India requires the firm endorsement of its candidature from
the Arab countries that form a large group in the UN General Assembly.
It is to be noted that India has been very keen to preserve a pragmatic balancing act between
regional players in the West Asian region like Saudi Arabia and Iran. On similar lines, India
should be cautious enough while backing Israel and should adopt a more balanced and
pragmatic approach while dealing with Israel and Palestine.
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Israel-Palestine Conflict: History, Wars, and Solution
Filed under: Current Affairs Notes, International Affairs Notes, World History Notes and tagged with: UPSC
Mains General Studies Paper 1 (GS1), UPSC Mains General Studies Paper 2 (GS2) and last updated on
February 20th, 2017 at 3:58 pm.
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We have been receiving many requests from our readers to create an easy-to-understand
article covering all the issues related with Israel-Palestine. Though it’s not easy to cover every
dimension within a limited space, in this post, we have tried our best to create a comprehensive
article on Isreal-Palestine conflict.
The Israel-Palestine conflict – often referred as the ‘world’s most intractable conflict’ – is rooted
in a dispute over land claimed by Jews as their biblical birthright and by the Palestinians, who
seek self-determination. Despite repeated attempts to end the conflict between the two
countries, there is no peace settlement in sight.

The History of Israel-Palestine Conflict



Jews have been persecuted throughout the history due to their religious beliefs and foreign
culture.



In 1897, Jews started a movement called a Zionist movement, to escape persecution and
establish their own state in their ancestral homeland, Israel. The World Zionist
Organisation was created to advocate for the establishment of a Jewish homeland in
Palestine.



As a result, a large number of Jews started flowing into Palestine and they bought land and
started settling down there.
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By 1916, Palestine came under the British control after the Sykes-Picot Agreement (a secret
agreement between Great Britain and France). This led to the division of the old Ottoman
Turkish Empire.



Later through Balfour declaration, the British foreign secretary James Balfour agreed to the
establishment of a Jewish homeland.



After Nazis gained power in Germany in 1930s, the Jews influx to Palestine took a major
turn with hundreds of thousands of them resettled from Europe to Palestine. Arabs saw this
as a threat to their homeland and they fought bitterly with them. As the British Government
remained as a mute spectator, violence reached its peak.



In 1947, the British Government referred the question of the future of Palestine to the
United Nations. UN voted to split the land into two countries. Jewish people accepted the
agreement and declared independence of Israel.

Arab’s fight against the Israel (1948-49)


Arabs saw the creation of Israel as a part of a conspiracy to move them out of their land.
Consequently, in 1948, the Arab states of Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, and Syria declared war on
Israel.



Note: It’s interesting to note here that India opposed the UN resolution and Gandhi called it
as a crime against humanity. But India recognized Israel in 1950.



At the end of the war between Israel and Arab countries, Israel emerged victoriously.
Moreover, it could increase its territory to a larger extent and it marked the beginning of the
expansionist policy of Israel.



As a consequence of the war, a large number of Palestinians either flee or were forced to
move out of Israel and settle in refugee camps near Israel’s border. It was the beginning
of Palestine refugee crisis which ultimately led to the creation of a terrorist organization PLO
(Palestine Liberation Organization) in 1964.

Israel’s fight against the Arab countries (1967)
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In 1967, Israel launched a preemptive strike against Egypt, Syria, and Jordan and at the end of
this Six-Day War, Israel captured:
1. Golan Heights from Syria.
2. West Bank and East Jerusalem from Jordan.
3. Sinai Peninsula and Gaza Strip from Egypt. (Refer the map above)


The 1967 war is particularly important for today’s conflict, as it left Israel in control of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, two territories home to a large number of Palestinians.



Gaza and Westbank are together known as ‘Occupied Territories’, after 1967 war.

UN Charter and return of the Sinai Peninsula
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Under the UN Charter, there can lawfully be no territorial gains from war, even by a state
acting in self-defense.



Therefore, in response to the Six-Day War, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution
for ‘Land for peace’ and it mandated that Israel should return the captured areas back to
the defeated nations.



In the light of Israel’s reluctance to return the captured territories, another Arab-Israeli war
erupted in 1973 (Yom Kippur war) in which Israel suffered some setbacks.



In 1979, Israel-Egypt signed a peace treaty, accordingly Israel return Sinai Peninsula to
Egypt (1982). Egypt became the first Arab nation to officially recognize Israel as a state.

Hamas and Fatah


In 1987, Hamas (Islamic Militant group) for the liberation of Palestine through Jihad came
into existence. It refused to recognize Israel as a country. It has received support from Iran
and Syria.



On the other hand, Fatah, a faction of PLO under Yasser Arafat received support from
Western nations.

Intifada (uprising) against Israel occupancy
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First Intifada: The tension between Israel and Palestine escalated with Israel’s increased
settlement in West Bank and Gaza Strip. Palestinians living which in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip fomented the riots begun in 1987, known as the first intifada.



Oslo Peace Accord: With the mediation of US and Russia in 1993, Israel and PLO
signed Oslo Peace accord which was based on the concept of two state solution. Palestine
and Israel signed the Declaration of Principles – in which both nations seek recognition as
autonomous governing bodies. PLO recognized Isreal. Isreal agreed to give independence
to the ‘occupied territories’. However, territories remained under Israel possession.



Camp David Summit (2000): It aimed to help the two sides finally agree on a settlement, but
the talks eventually failed. The violence led to the Second Intifada.



Second Intifada (2000-05): In 2000, a more violent Palestine Uprising started and a large
number of civilians died on both sides. This is known as the second intifada. As a defensive
measure, Israel constructed a West Bank Barrier along West Bank to separate Israel and
Palestine settlements.



Gaza Expulsion plan: This is a unilateral disarmament plan by Israel by which Israel’s
defense forces leave the Gaza strip and four settlements in the northern West Bank (2005)

Tensions between Hamas and Fatah
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After Oslo accord, a Palestinian Authority (PA) was created with a limited self-rule power in
the occupied territories.



But this led to disputes between Hamas and Fatah for political power.



Hamas – do not accept the Oslo peace accord or 2 state peace resolution. They want the
whole state. They control Gaza. Hamas is supported by Iran.



Fatah – accept the Oslo peace accord and negotiates for peace. They control West Bank.



In 2006, Hamas won Palestine election and it intensified the tensions between Fatah and
Hamas for power. After a long armed struggle, in 2011 Palestinian Rivals Fatah and
Hamas signed a Reconciliation Pact.



Currently, Gaza is controlled by Hamas and Palestine West bank region by Fatah with
known presence of Israeli settlements.



Operation Protective Edge: By Israel to punish Hamas for abducting and killing Israeli
settlers.

Israel-Palestine conflict and US


The US has been playing a significant role as the mediator in the Israel-Palestine.
However, its credibility as a mediator had long been questioned by Palestinians. The
United States has been criticized by the OIC (Organization of Islamic cooperation) and
other Arab organizations, for vetoing most Security Council decisions critical of Israel.



Note: The USA has more Jews than Israel. Jews have significance control over US media
and economy.



Also, Israel receives about $3 billion in direct foreign assistance each year, which is roughly
one-fifth of America’s entire foreign aid budget.



On the other side, United States has been vocal about its intention to veto any Palestinian
bid for statehood. Due to which Palestine had to be satisfied with a ‘non-member observer’
status in UN.



However, the second term of Obama administration saw a degrading US-Israel
relationship. Iran Nuclear deal of 2015 irritated Israel and it criticized the US for the deal.



Obama administration allowed the United Nations to pass a resolution that declared Israel’s
growing settlements in the occupied territories illegal. Until that vote, the Obama
administration had blocked resolutions criticizing Israel by using its veto power in the UN
Security Council.



With the new presidency regime under Trump, who is more inclined to Israel, the illegal
settlements by the Israel in West Bank and Gaza may see a rise.

What does Palestine want?
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They want Israeli to withdraw to pre-1967 borders and establish independent Palestine
state in West Bank and Gaza.



Israel should stop all expansion of settlements before coming to peace talks.
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Palestine wants Palestine refugees who lost their homes in 1948 be able to come back.



Palestine wants East Jerusalem as the capital of Independent Palestine state.

What does Israel want?


Sovereignty over Jerusalem.



Recognition of Israel as a Jewish State. Note: Israel is the only country in the world created
for a religious community.



The right of return of Palestine refugees only to Palestine and not to Israel.

What is so special with Jerusalem?
Jerusalem is a city that straddles the border between Israel and the West Bank. It’s home to
some of the holiest sites in both Judaism and Islam, and so both Israel and Palestine want to
make it their cap the solution to the Israel-Palestine conflict.

The solution for the Israel-Palestine conflict
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The best solution is a “two-state solution” that would establish Palestine as an independent
state in Gaza and most of the West Bank, leaving the rest of the land to Israel. Though the
two-state plan is clear in theory, the two sides are still deeply divided over how to make it
work in practice.



One state solution (only Palestine or only Israel) is not a viable option.



Road Map for Peace: The European Union, UN, US, and Russia had released a road map
in 2003, which outlined a clear timetable towards a Palestinian state.



The democratization of the Palestinian society through which a new credible leadership can
emerge is necessary.



The need of the hour is to treat this conflict as Israeli-Arab conflict rather Israel-Palestine.
As we have seen, conflict is not only between Israel and Palestine but also with other Arab
countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Iran, Syria etc. All of them should participate in the
negotiations and the final agreement should be recognized formally by each one of them
along with UN general assembly and security council.



It is time for the international community to find a just and lasting peaceful solution to the
World’s most intractable conflict soon.
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Syrian Crisis: Reasons and Implications in a nutshell
The West Asian region has been under a political turmoil for quite a long time. Syria, Iraq, Isreal
etc are some of the regions which are constantly in news for many reasons. In this post, let’s
analyse the Syrian Crisis – its background, reasons and the way ahead.

What is Syrian Crisis?

Syria is a west Asian Country bordering Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq, Jordan, and Israel. The civil war
in Syria is regarded as the most brutal conflict in the world which started off in 2011 and is still
on. The primary reasons for the unrest in Syria can be summarized as below.

Conflict between Shia Islam and Sunni Islam
The root of this conflict can be traced to sectarian conflicts in the region existing there for
centuries. Shia Islam and Sunni Islam are the two major denominations of Islam Religion. With
Saudi Arabia regarding itself as the leader of Sunni Muslims and Iran as the protector of Shia
Muslims, the West Asian region is divided under these two leaders. Saudi and Iran started
playing an important role in the geopolitical conflicts in the region.

Absence of an accountable government
Along with this, the absence of an accountable and democratic Government. In most of the
west Asian Countries created discontent among the citizens. A democratic movement against
the authoritarian Government started in Tunisia in 2011 popularly known as ‘Arab
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Spring’ or ‘The Jasmine revolution’. This inspired other countries in the region to raise their
voice against their Governments.

Syrian Crisis: Recent Political Developments



Syria has a very narrow belt of coastline along the Mediterranean Sea and rest of the
country is subjected to extreme temperatures that cause frequent dust storms and periodic
droughts. The devastating drought between 2006 to 2011, caused much resentment
among the people due to poverty and unemployment. That time Syria was ruled by BasherAl-Assad, he announced several plans like salary revisions to appease the people of his
country.



The largest religious group in Syria is the Sunni Muslims which constitutes almost 74% of
the population. They were not happy with the administration of President Basher-AlAssad who was more inclined to Shia Muslims.



In 2011, peaceful democratic protests started in The Government started a brutal
crackdown on rebel groups with the support of Iran-backed Militia and it revealed the
sectarian tensions in Syria.



The Sunni-dominated opposition has, meanwhile, attracted varying degrees of support
from its international backers – Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Jordan, along with the US,
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UK, and France. A large number of Syrian Sunnis, US sponsored western fighters and
Saudi-backed Sunni fighters etc joined the rebel group to topple the Assad regime.


In 2013, US claimed that Syrian Government has used Chemical weapons (Sarin Gas)
against the rebel group and demanded UN investigation in Syria. Also, US stepped up its
support for rebels and the Assad regime started receding.



Syria agreed to a Russian( Russia backs Assad Regime) Proposal to give up Chemical
weapons and later OPCW (Organisation of Prohibition of Chemical Weapons) announced
that Syrian Government has destroyed all its declared chemical weapons mixing, filling and
production facilities.



Hereafter, UN kick-started the peace talks with the aim of ending the Syrian Civil War.
United Nations-backed international peace conference on the future of Syria known
as Geneva II Conference was held in 2013, nevertheless, it remained inconclusive.



The US and its allies’ supports to the rebels in Syria to topple the Assad regime, led to the
rise of the terrorist outfit ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) which established in Sunni
Provinces of Iraq and eastern provinces of Syria. This radical Islamist group has gained
control over vast territory and populations of Syria.



ISIS became a global threat and in response to this, the US-led coalition launched air
strikes on Syria in an effort to “degrade and ultimately destroy” IS. But the coalition has
avoided attacks that might benefit Assad’s forces. In short, it could not destroy the might of
ISIS.



The balance of Power changed when Russia began an air campaign
targeting “terrorists” in Syria in 2015. With the support of Russia, Assad regime regained
many parts of the country including Aleppo City. But opposition activists said that its strikes
have mostly killed Western-backed rebels and civilians.



The Geneva III peace talks are still on, but the peace still remains.

Implication of civil war in Syria
The devastating civil war has set the country decades behind in terms of economic, social and
human development.
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Syria’s GDP today is less than half of what it was before the war started and it could take
two decades or more for the country to return to its pre-conflict GDP levels. Most of the
people in the region are living below poverty line.



More than 250,000 Syrians have lost their lives in five years of armed conflict, millions of
innocent people have got injured in the conflict and 80% of the children are harmed by the
civil war.



Large-scale human displacement from Syria has resulted in Global Refugee Crisis.
Approximately 6.5 million people are internally displaced inside Syria, 1.2 million were
driven from their homes in 2015 alone.



Widespread damage to physical infrastructures such as roads, bridges, schools, power
generation, and water supply. Reconstructing damaged physical infrastructure will be a
monumental task.

Syrian Crisis and India
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India has had good relations with Syria historically, but India has always taken a neutral
stand to Assad’s regime.



India has a substantial interest in the field of trade and investment, Diaspora, remittances,
and energy security in the region.



Due to the Syrian Crisis, India had to abandon its oil investments in Syria. Though India
has not much dependency on Syria for her energy needs, the political stability in the entire
West Asian region is very important for India.



More than 7 million Indians are working in these countries and therefore the stability of the
region should be India’s priority.



Recently India abstained from voting on a United Nations General Assembly resolution
demanding an immediate ceasefire in Syria. By doing so India was trying to balance both
US and Russia. However, as India work towards a permanent seat in UN Security Council,
India should deviate from its path of non-alignment and should take a decisive stand on
global affairs like Syrian Crisis.

Syrian Crisis: The Way ahead


The outside powers that are involved in Syria’s civil war through proxy means need to
reconsider their decision. Their role in converting a peaceful democratic movement into fullfledged war should be condemned. They should stop financing the extremist groups to
avoid further conflicts in the region.
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The two major powers US and USSR, instead of reviving a cold war era, should engage in
constructive negotiations with the Syrian government to find an amicable They should
provide support to establish a democratically elected Government.



The Syrian government should be ready for a dialogue on Syria’s future with the nonjihadist opposition groups.



Considering the large scale devastation which happened in Syria, rebuilding it’s human and
social capital will be an insurmountable task for the govt. Therefore the international
community should come forward with a helping hand to bring the war-torn nation into
normalcy. India can also play a constructive humanitarian role to establish peace and
stability in the region.

References:
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2. Wikipedia
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5. Wikipedia
6. The Atlantic
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South China Sea: Why is it strategically important?
The South China Sea is a marginal sea that is part of the Pacific Ocean that extends from the
Strait of Malacca in the southwest, to the Strait of Taiwan in the northeast. The littoral countries
of the South China Sea are China, Taiwan, Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Singapore,
Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam.

Importance of South China Sea



The South China Sea is a busy international waterway, one of the main arteries of global
trade worth more than $5 trillion and is growing year on year.



It is a rich source of hydrocarbons and natural resources.
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Islands in the South China Sea

The islands of the South China Sea can be grouped into two island chains.


The Paracels Islands: These are clustered in the northwest corner of the Sea.



The Spratly Islands: These are located in the southeast corner.

South China Sea Dispute
The South China Sea is an area of growing conflicts due to territorial claims by different
countries. With respect to the Spratly Islands, different geographic features are reportedly
occupied by claimants such as Taiwan, Vietnam, the Philippines, China, and Malaysia. The
Paracels Islands are claimed by China, Vietnam, and Taiwan.
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History of South China Sea Dispute



In the first half of the 20th century, the Sea remained almost quiet. In fact, at the end of
World War II, no claimant occupied a single island in the entire South China Sea.



China laid claim to the South China Sea in 1947. It demarcated its claims with a U-shaped
line made up of eleven dashes on a map, covering most of the area.



But two “dashes” were removed in the early 1950s to bypass the Gulf of Tonkin as a
gesture to communist comrades in North Vietnam.



The remaining ‘nine-dash line’ stretches hundreds of kilometers south and east of its
southerly Hainan Island, covering almost 90% of South China Sea.
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After 1960’s when the huge reserve of oil and natural gas were discovered in the region,
the territorial claims started growing in an unprecedented manner.



The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which came into force in
1994, established a legal framework intended to balance the economic and security
interests of coastal states with those of seafaring nations.



While UNCLOS has been signed and ratified by nearly all the coastal countries in the
South China Sea, based on their own interpretation of the UNCLOS, claimant countries
started to legitimize their claims.



In 2002, ASEAN and China came together to sign the Declaration on the Code of Conduct
of Parties in the South China Sea to keep disputes away. However, it didn’t achieve the
desired outcomes.



In 2009, Malaysia and Vietnam sent a joint submission to the Commission on the Limits of
the Continental Shelf (CLCS) for setting out some of their claims. In response to this China
submitted a map containing the infamous “nine-dash” line and due to which, there was no
headway in the dispute resolution.

PCA-Ruling and implications


Both the Philippines and China laid their claims the Scarborough Shoal which is a little
more than 100 miles from the Philippines and 500 miles from China. The Philippines and
China are both dependent upon fishing in the South China Sea, specifically in the
Scarborough Shoal, for the economic development and livelihood of their people. A tense
but bloodless stand-off between China and the Philippines over Scarborough Shoal in
2012, led to China gaining de facto control over the region.



But in 2013, the Philippines raised the dispute with China to the PCA(Permanent Court Of
Arbitration), saying China’s claims violated Philippines’ sovereignty under the 1982 U.N.
Convention on the Law of the Sea(UNCLOS).



The Permanent Court of Arbitration ruled that Chinese claims over 90 percent of the South
China Sea area are illegitimate and under UNCLOS, China is intruding into the Philippines’
sovereign waters as the 9-dash line which includes the Scarborough shoal and crosses into
the Philippines EEZ.



China out rightly rejected the ruling. China prefers bilateral negotiations with the other
parties. But many of its neighbors argue that China’s relative size and clout give it an unfair
advantage.

ASEAN and South China Sea
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One of the fundamental principles of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has
been to resolve regional disputes by peaceful means. But over the years, the position of
ASEAN on the South China Sea disputes has weakened its image internationally and failing to
resolve this issue would lead to questions being raised about its credibility as an effective
regional organization.

The US and the South China Sea


The U.S. has no claim in the South China Sea, but has been highly critical of China’s
assertiveness and insisted on free navigation of commercial vessels in the South China
Sea is vital for regional and international trade.



It conducted joint military patrols with the Philippines and Japan, Australia, and Indonesia.



US also increased the financial support for enhancing the military capabilities of ASEAN
and East Asian countries as well strengthened bilateral defense collaboration with these
countries.

India and the South China Sea



India remained acutely conscious of its official position of neither being party to the
disputes nor taking sides for many years. But with increasing ties with East Asian countries
(Act East Policy), India indirectly started raising concerns about Chinese illegitimate claims
in the South China Sea. India believes that the disputes in the Southeast Asian littorals are
a litmus test for the international maritime law.



In the aftermath of the Hague Tribunal’s verdict on the South China Sea, India obligated to
take a principled stand on the issue of freedom of navigation and commercial access
enshrined in the UNCLOS.
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Despite China’s protests, India continues its oil exploration in Vietnam’s exclusive
economic zone(EEZ) in the South China Sea from where ONGC Videsh Limited supplies
oil to Vietnam.



India also supports a negotiated settlement of Brunei’s maritime dispute with China and
has inked defense cooperation agreement that would provide an institutional foundation for
more collaborative work on maritime security and secure India’s energy lanes to Brunei.

Summary

The South China Sea have been witnessing a lot of unfortunate conflicts in terms of economic
interests, civilian security, and the environment in the recent past. The illegal construction of
artificial islands and nuclear power plants on these fragile islands in the region raises severe
environmental threats to the South China Sea.
The South China Sea situation will only be settled when the bordering countries change their
mindsets from one of sovereignty and sole ownership of resources to one of functional
cooperation and cooperative management. India’s rising clout in the region due to enhanced
economic cooperation would go a long way in resolving the disputes.
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How to become the President of the United States of America (USA)? To learn about the US
Presidential election process, you need to know about the caucuses and primaries, the national
conventions, and the electoral college. Read to know more about the Election Process of US
President.

Who can become the President of United States of America (USA)?

The U.S. Constitution’s Requirements for a Presidential Candidate are:
1. A natural born citizen of the United States.
2. A resident of the United States for 14 years.
3. At least 35 years old.
Note: A Natural Born Citizen is someone born with U.S. citizenship. This includes any child born
“in” the United States, the children of United States citizens born abroad, and those born
abroad of one citizen parent.

The Election Process of US President
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The US President and Vice President are not elected directly by the people. Instead, they are
chosen by “electors” through a process called the “Electoral College”.
The election process of US President can be consolidated into five steps – Step 1: Primaries
and Caucuses, Step 2: National Conventions, Step 3: Election Campaigning, Step 4: General
Election, and Step 5: Electoral College.

Step 1: Primaries and Caucuses (Party level elections in States)
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There may be many people who want to be the president of United States of America. Each of
these people may have their own ideas about how the US government should work. People
with similar ideas usually align behind the same political party. But they need to win the favor of
their party members first.
Candidates from each political party campaign throughout the country to win the favor of their
party members.


Primaries and caucuses are methods that political parties use to select candidates for a
general election.



Primary: A primary is a state-level election where party members vote for the best
candidate that will represent them in the general election. Party candidates selected in a
primary then run against each other in a general election. 34 U.S. states conduct primary
elections.



There are several types of primaries in the U.S. system like Closed primary, Semi-closed
primary, Open primary and Semi-open primary.



Causus: A caucus is a local meeting where registered members of a political party in a city,
town or county gather to vote for their preferred party candidate and conduct other party
business. A caucus is a substitute for a primary election to select delegates to the national
party convention. 16 states hold caucuses to determine political party candidates.

Step 2: National Conventions of Each Parties



Once the primaries and caucuses are completed in each state, a national convention is
held in which a party’s nomination for president is formally announced to the public. During
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the convention, the elected delegates cast their vote for a party candidate and the
candidate with the most delegates gets the party’s nomination. The end of the convention
marks the beginning of the general election process.


Each party holds a national convention to finalize the selection of one presidential nominee.
At each convention, the presidential candidate chooses a running-mate (vice presidential
candidate).

Step 3: General Election Campaigning



General election campaigning begins after a single nominee is chosen from each political
party, via primaries, caucuses, and national conventions.



These candidates travel the country, explaining their views and plans to the general
population and trying to win the support of potential voters. Rallies, debates, and
advertising are a big part of general election campaigning.

Step 4: General Election (Popular Vote)
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Usually in November.



Many modern voters might be surprised to learn that when they step into a ballot box to
select their candidate for president, they actually are casting a vote for fellow Americans
called electors.



People in every state across the country vote for one president and one vice president.
When people cast their vote, they are actually voting for a group of people known
as electors.



The voters of each state, and the District of Columbia, vote for electors to be the authorized
constitutional members in a presidential election. These voters form the electoral college.



An elector is a member of the electoral college. These electors, appointed by the states,
are pledged to support the presidential candidate the voters have supported.



Even though the majority of people of USA vote for a candidate, that does not mean that
he/she will win the Presidential election. There are instances where candidate who won the
popular vote lost the election.



To win the election, a candidate need to secure more than 270 electoral votes.

Step 5: Electoral College (Electors vote for the US President)
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Usually in December.



The US the president is elected by the institution called the Electoral College.



The Constitution only states that the candidate who receives a majority of votes in the
Electoral College becomes president. It says nothing about the popular vote.



The intent of the framers was to filter public opinion through a body composed of wiser,
more experienced people; the framers did not want the president to be chosen directly by
the people.



Each state gets a certain number of electors, based on each state’s total number of
representation in Congress.



Each of the 50 US states, and the capital Washington DC (a district which does not belong
to any state) have a set number of electors which reflects their size. California is the most
populated (over 38 million people) and has 55 electoral votes – more than any other. On
the other hand a state such as Montana, which is geographically large but has a relatively
small population (just over one million people) – only has three electors.



Aside from Maine and Nebraska, if a candidate gets the most votes within a state they receive
that state’s full quota of electoral college votes.



Each elector casts one electoral vote following the general election.
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There are a total of 538 electoral votes.



The candidate that gets more than half (270) wins the election.
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How did Trump become the US president despite losing the popular vote in
2016?
Though uncommon, it is possible to win the Electoral College, but lose the popular vote. That
means that a candidate can win a combination of states and reach the 270 electors mark
without winning the majority of votes across the country. This has happened five times in
American elections – most recently in 2016 and 2000.
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Popular Vote vs Electoral Vote: Understand the difference
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What happened in 2000 elections?
In 2000, for the first time in 112 years, the eventual winner of the election, Republican George
W. Bush (47.87% of voters), failed to win the popular vote lagging behind the Democratic
nominee Al Gore who won over 48.38 % of voters (edging out Bush nationwide by about
550,000 votes).
The outcome of that election came down to Florida, which at time had 25 electoral college votes
and gave Bush a narrow electoral college win with 271 electors over Gore’s 266.
However, the contest was so close in the sunshine state that a mandatory recount was
triggered. And with legal challenges being launched in several Florida counties the case was
eventually decided by the Supreme court who handed the state, and therefore the Presidency,
to Bush with a ruling 5-4 in favour of the Republican on December 12 of that year.

Why does the U.S. have an Electoral College?
The short answer is the framers of the Constitution didn’t trust direct democracy, and provided
an extra layer to ensure, as James Madison put it, that “factions” of citizens with a common
interest don’t harm the nation as a whole. However, the Electoral College has become a mere
formality.
The Constitution doesn’t require electors to vote according to the popular vote of the people
they represent. But it’s rare for an elector not to follow the people’s—and their party’s—
choice. Although the actual vote of the Electoral College takes place in each state between midNovember and mid-December, in most cases, a projected winner can be announced on
election night.

What Happens if No Candidate Gets 270 Electoral Votes?
In the rare event that no candidate gets the needed 270 electoral votes, the decision would go
to the House of Representatives, who would vote to elect the new President from among the
top three candidates. A similar process would take place in the Senate to elect the Vice
President from among the top two candidates. The only time this has happened was during the
1824 election when John Quincy Adams received the most votes in the House of
Representatives after no candidate won a majority of the Electoral College.
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Ok. Elections are over. What’s next?
The president-elect and vice president-elect take the oath of office and are inaugurated in
January.

The Election Process of US President: Infographic
Go through the below infographic to know the steps in the election process of US President.
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Paris Agreement: Simplified
‘Paris Agreement’ is mentioned whenever someone speaks about ‘climate change’ or ‘global
warming’. Why is Paris Agreement so important? This post is a beginner’s guide to Paris
Agreement (2015).

Climate Change: a reality?



Mostly because of human actions, the concentration of gases like Carbon-di-oxide,
Methane etc has increased in earth’s atmosphere and has resulted in phenomena
called Green House Effect.



Because of Green House Effect, the average global temperature has increased, which is
known as Global Warming.



The 2016 average temperatures were about 1.3 °C (2.3 degrees Fahrenheit) above the
average in 1880 when global record-keeping began.



It is estimated that the difference between today’s temperature and the last ice age is about
5°C.



Global Warming is dangerous all life on earth.
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The only way to deal with the change in climate is to reduce the emission of Green House
Gases (GHGs) like Carbon Di Oxide and Methane.

What is Paris Agreement?



In short, Paris Agreement is an international agreement to combat climate change.



From 30 November to 11 December 2015, the governments of 195 nations gathered in
Paris, France, and discussed a possible new global agreement on climate change, aimed
at reducing global greenhouse gas emissions and thus reduce the threat of dangerous
climate change.



The 32-page Paris agreement with 29 articles is widely recognized as a historic deal to stop
global warming.

Aims of Paris Agreement
As countries around the world recognized that climate change is a reality, they came together to
sign a historic deal to combat climate change – Paris Agreement. The aims of Paris Agreement
is as below:
1. Keep the global temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees Celsius above the preindustrial level.
2. Pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
3. Strengthen the ability of countries to deal with the impacts of climate change.
It may seem a small change in temperature but this can mean a big difference for the Earth!
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Paris Agreement: Things to note


In French, the Paris Agreement is known as L’accord de Paris.



The key vision of Paris Agreement is to keep global temperatures “well below” 2.0C (3.6F)
above pre-industrial times and “endeavour to limit” them even more, to 1.5C.



Paris Accord talks about limiting the amount of greenhouse gases emitted by human
activity to the same levels that trees, soil and oceans can absorb naturally, beginning at
some point between 2050 and 2100.



It also mentions the need to review each country’s contribution to cutting emissions every
five years so they scale up to the challenge.



Rich countries should help poorer nations by providing “climate finance” to adapt to climate
change and switch to renewable energy.



The Paris Agreement has a ‘bottom up’ structure in contrast to most international
environmental law treaties which are ‘top down.



The agreement is binding in some elements like reporting requirements, while leaving other
aspects of the deal such as the setting of emissions targets for any individual country as
non-binding.

Is this the first international agreement to combat climate change due to global
warming?
No. In fact, Paris Agreement comes under the broad umbrella of United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). UNFCCC is a convention held in 1992 to combat
climate change. Kyoto Protocol (1997) was another major international commitment under
UNFCCC.
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Paris Agreement (2015) vs Kyoto Protocol (1997)


Paris Agreement is the world’s first comprehensive climate agreement. Although developed
and developing countries were parties to Kyoto Protocol, developing countries were not
mandated to reduce their emissions.



This means that while Paris Agreement is legally binding to all parties, Kyoto Protocol was
not.



Paris Agreement was reached on the twenty-first session of the Conference of the
Parties (COP)and the eleventh session of the Conference of the Parties serving as the
meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP).

Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC)


The national pledges by countries to cut emissions are voluntary.



The Paris Agreement requires all Parties to put forward their best efforts through “nationally
determined contributions” (NDCs) and to strengthen these efforts in the years ahead.



This includes requirements that all Parties report regularly on their emissions and on their
implementation efforts.
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In 2018, Parties will take stock of the collective efforts in relation to progress towards the
goal set in the Paris Agreement.



There will also be a global stock take every 5 years to assess the collective progress
towards achieving the purpose of the Agreement and to inform further individual actions by
Parties.

India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC)



India’s INDC include a reduction in the emissions intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 per cent
by 2030 from 2005 level.



India has also pledged to create an additional carbon sink of 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes of
CO2 equivalent through additional forest and tree cover by 2030.



India will anchor a global solar alliance, INSPA (International Agency for Solar Policy &
Application), of all countries located in between Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn.

Frameworks under Paris Agreement


Technology Framework



Capacity Building Framework



Transparency Framework

Why is Paris Agreement important?


Current commitments on greenhouse gas emissions (Kyoto Protocol) will expire in 2020.
Paris Agreement deals with what should be done in the decade after 2020 and beyond this
time frame.
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The text of the agreement includes a provision requiring developed countries to send $100
billionannually to their developing counterparts beginning in 2020. That figure will be a
“floor” that is expected to increase with time.



The Paris Agreement has a ‘bottom up’ structure in contrast to most international
environmental law treaties which are ‘top down.



For the first time, the accord lays out a longer-term plan for reaching a peak in greenhouse
emissions “as soon as possible” and achieving a balance between the output of man-made
greenhouse gasses and absorption – by forests or the oceans – “by the second half of this
century”.

When will Paris Agreement come into force?


Thirty days after the date on which at least 55 Parties to the Convention accounting in total
for at least an estimated 55 % of the total global greenhouse gas emissions have deposited
their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession with the Depositary.



On 5 October 2016, the threshold for entry into force of the Paris Agreement was achieved.



The Paris Agreement will enter into force on 4 November 2016.

Criticisms about Paris Agreement


According to a study published in Nature on June 2016, current country pledges are too
low to lead to a temperature rise below the Paris Agreement temperature limit of “well
below 2 °C”.



Even a UNFCCC report had observed that even if all the pledges made by 197 countries
that are signatory to the Paris pact were fulfilled, it would be insufficient to meet the
conservative goal of keeping global temperature rise within the 2 degree Celsius threshold.



Most of the agreement consists of “promises” or aims and not firm commitments.



The starting point of $100bn per year remains under 8% of worldwide declared military
spending each year.



Since the only mechanism remains voluntary national caps on emissions, without even any
guidance on how stringent those caps would need to be, it is hard to be optimistic that
these goals are likely to be achieved.



There is only a “name and shame” system or a “name and encourage” plan and the
‘contributions’ themselves are not binding as a matter of international law.

Summary
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The Paris Agreement is an agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).



Countries will aim to keep global temperatures from rising more than 2°C (3.6°F) by 2100
with an ideal target of keeping temperature rise below 1.5°C (2.7°F).



Paris is only the beginning of a shift towards a low-carbon world, and there is much more to
do.
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International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC)
The International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC) is the ship, rail, and road route for
moving freight between India, Russia, Iran, Europe and Central Asia. It is a not a new concept.
But the current INSTC project was initiated by Russia, India and Iran in September 2000 in St.
Petersburg. The agreement was signed on 16th May 2002.

India’s ‘extended neighborhood’ and INSTC


With the coming of the new millennium, we are seeing a protracted effort from the Central
government to connect with our ‘extended neighbourhood’.



This is obvious from the Look-East-turned-Act-East policy, Link West policy etc.



One of the significant corner in our extended neighbourhood is the Central Asia, with which
we aim to re-connect, with our Connect Central Asia policy, pronounced in 2012.



Central Asia as a podium has received renewed interests after the swearing-in of the new
Government. India attaining full membership in the Shanghai Co-operation Organisation
(SCO), PM Modi’s historic visit to the five Central Asian countries etc. stand testimony to
this.



INSTC, or International North-South Transport Corridor, receives special mention in IndiaCentral Asia relations.

What is INSTC?
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The International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC) is a multi-modal connectivity
project establish transport networks (ship, rail, and road route) for moving freight between
India, Russia, Iran, Europe and Central Asia.



INSTC would enhance accessibility to the land locked central Asian nations.



It is a not a new concept. This ancient route was used by European, Indian and many other
foreign traders to reach out to the Central Asian markets. During the time of the Safavid
dynasty, it is estimated that around 10,000 Indian traders were spread across the empire.
(Safavids were one of the most significant ruling dynasties of Persia (modern Iran) from 1501 to
1736.)



The current INSTC project was initiated by Russia, India and Iran in September 2000 in St.
Petersburg.



The modern day INSTC is a multi-modal transportation route linking Indian Ocean and
Persian Gulf to the Caspian Sea via Iran, and then onwards to northern Europe via St.
Petersburg in Russia.



The route primarily involves moving freight from India, Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia via ship,
rail and road. The objective of the corridor is to increase trade connectivity between major
cities such as Mumbai, Moscow, Tehran, Baku, Bandar Abbas, Astrakhan, Bandar Anzali
and etc.

Members of the project:
As noted earlier, the founding members are Russia, India and Iran. But since the signing of the
agreement in 2002, the progress on the route was slow. But on January 18, 2012, a meeting in
New Delhi discussed the various modalities to take the project forward. As a follow up, support
from other Central Asian nations were sought, and now the group has been expanded.
The current members are India, Iran, Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Belarus,
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Oman, Syria, Turkey, Ukraine, and Bulgaria
(observer). Turkmenistan currently is not a formal member but is likely to have road connectivity
to the corridor, after being formally invited by the PM Modi. Azerbaijan and Armenia are heavily
involved in the project with both countries currently building new train lines and roads
to complete the missing links in the NSTC.
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The INSTC Route



Mumbai is at the southern hub of the route.



Route extends to Bandar Abbas in Iran via sea. Bandar Abbas is a sprawling port city on
the southern coast of Iran, on the Persian Gulf. It occupies a strategic position on the
narrow Strait of Hormuz.



From Bandar Abbas to Bandar-e-Anzali by road on Iranian mainland. Bandar-e-Anzali is
another Iranian port but on the Caspian Sea side.



From Bandar-e-Anzali to Astrakhan by ship across the Caspian Sea. Astrakhan is a
Caspian port in the Russian federation. The city lies on the two banks of the Volga River.



From Astrakhan to other regions of the Russian federation, and further into Europe by
Russian Railways.

Additional Routes
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Azerbaijan route: The NSTC route through Azerbaijan allows India-Iran-Azerbaijan-RussiaKazakhstan transport connectivity. Iran started construction work to complete the missing
link of the Qazvin-Rasht-Astara railway



Chabahar NSTC Integration: India and Iran have a long-standing agreement, signed in
2002, to develop Chabahar into full deep sea port. Bandar Abbas port handles 85% of
Iran’s seaborne trade and is highly congested. Whereas, Chabahar has high capacity with
plans to expand it from its current capacity of 2.5 million to 12.5 million tons annually.
Unlike Bandar Abbas, Chabahar has the ability to handle cargo ships bigger than 100,000
tons. Industry Analysts have highlighted there are long term plans to integrate Chabahar
with the NSTC.



The Kazakhstan – Turkmenistan – Iran railway link: also known as North–South
Transnational Corridor, is a 677 km long railway line connecting Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan with Iran and the Persian Gulf.



Southern Armenia-Iran Railway Corridor: As the key missing link in the International
North–South Transport Corridor, the Southern Armenia Railway would create the shortest
transportation route from the ports of the Black Sea to the ports of the Persian Gulf.
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Trans-Iranian canal: The idea of linking the Persian Gulf and the Caspian Sea by a canal
was developed already in the late 19th century. In 2016 Russia Today reported that the
Russian and Iranian governments were discussing the project.

Objectives of North–South Transport Corridor
As per the agreement of 2002, the main objective of this route are:


increasing effectiveness of transport ties in order to organise goods and passenger
transport along the International ‘North–South’ transport corridor;



the promotion of access to the international market through rail, road, sea, river and air
transport of the state Parties to this agreement; and



providing security of travel and safety of goods



harmonization of transport policies as well as law and legislative basis in the field of
transport for the purpose of implementing this Agreement.

Advantages of the route:



Analysts predict by having improved transport connectivity between Russia, Central Asia,
Iran and India, their respective bilateral trade volumes will increase. The Foreign Trade
Policy of India, 2015-20, has highlighted the importance of the International North-South
Transport Corridor (INSTC) in expanding India’s trade and investment links with Central
Asia.
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The successful activation of the corridor will help connect India to Russia within 16-21
days at competitive freight rates leading to development of trade on the INSTC. At present
we have to either use Rotterdam port or land route via China to reach Russia and Central
Asia. These are long, expensive and time-consuming.



It is also expected to eliminate usage of reefer containers for agro commodities and further
support the supplies to Russia.



A study conducted by the Federation of Freight Forwarders’ Associations in India found the
route is, “30% cheaper and 40% shorter than the current traditional route”.



For India, we can have access to the lucrative markets of the Central Asia, by-passing the
transit through Pakistan. Indian exports could potentially get a competitive advantage due
to lower cost and less delivery time.



The INSTC has particular economic and strategic relevance to India given the increasing
regional ambitions of China through its One Belt, One Road Initiative. The proposed INSTC
trade corridor could help India secure its interests in Central Asia and beyond.



Potential of this route is manifold, if India can bring on board its South East Asian
neighbours too. The Suez Canal route takes 45-60 days, whereas the INSTC would take
25-30 days. Turkey has offered to provide necessary information for linking Black Sea
Economic Cooperation (BSEC)with INSTC.

Constraints:


INSTC still doesn’t have a strong institutional mechanism to deal with the operational
issues on the ground.



Problems related to customs procedure and documentation remain.



Issues relating to the funding of the infrastructure needed.



Low level of existing containerisation on the route.



Lack of a common border crossing rules among the participating nations.



Higher tariff by rail vis-à-vis road transport relating to movement from Bandar Abbas.



Wagon shortages.



Security problem emanating from Islamic insurgents east, and west of the route, and
associated hurdle of high insurance costs.

Current Status
To understand the problem areas and to realise the full potential of the corridor, the dry run was
conducted on the Nhava Sheva–Bandar Abbas (Iran)–Baku (Azerbaijan) and the Nhava
Sheva–Bandar Abbas–Amirabad (Iran)–Astrakhan (Russia) route via Caspian Sea in August
2014 by the Federation of Freight Forwarders’ Associations in India (FFFAI). The dry run report
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clearly points out that “the proposed INSTC route via Bandar Abbas in Iran to Russia and CIS
Destination in transit through Iran, could be the best route with optimal transit/cost for the Indian
exporters/importers”.

Conclusion:
INSTC is an ideal start to project India as a big global player. Even though the investment is
well worth with its economic, political and geo-strategic benefits, it is testing India’s financial
backbone. India can do well to rope in other interested parties for partnering in the project, like
Japan who also see Central Asia as a lucrative market for its products.
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Brexit: How does it affect India and the World?
Everything you need to know about the Brexit is summed up here after much research. We
hope our readers would get clear answers to many questions like ‘What is Brexit?’, ‘What is the
European Union?’, Why the ‘Leave EU’ campaign?’, ‘Brexit referendum and the result’, ‘positive
and negative impact of Brexit referendum to India and the world’ etc.

What is Brexit?



It is the abbreviation of “British Exit” from the European Union (EU).



Brexit mirrors the term Grexit — a term which was coined and used by two Citigroup’s
economists in February 2012 to refer to the possible exit of Greece from the EU.



Britain has had a troubled relationship with the EU since the beginning and has made
various attempts in the past to to break away from it.

What is the European Union?


The EU is a political, trade and economic union founded in 1957.



The EU evolved over decades and reached its present model in 1992.
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There are 51 countries in Europe, out of which 28 countries have signed a treaty to
become a part of European Union.



So, clearly, there are countries in Europe which are not part of European Union.



The EU treaty provided for a European Parliament and European Council which consisted
of representatives of the member-states.



EU members account for 16 per cent of world imports and exports.



It is the largest trading bloc in the world surpassing the US.



In 2012, the EU was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for advancing the causes of peace,
reconciliation, democracy and human rights in Europe.

What is the Euro Area?


The Euro Area (EA) is a subset of the EU, which is a monetary union of 19 of the 28
countries which use the common currency, Euro.



Not all EU members use the Euro. Britain is an EU member, it is not part of the EA. It does
not use the Euro and has retained its own currency, the Pound Sterling.

Why the ‘Leave EU’ campaign?


The Leave Campaign argues that Britain is losing out a big deal by staying in the EU.



It has to pay millions of pounds each week as a contribution to the European budget.



The extremely bureaucratic nature of the European parliament is hurting British exporters



Migration from the European Union into Britain (mainly PIGS economies) is creating an
imbalance in the welfare schemes of the UK government.



But, those who oppose the campaign say that Britain is a net gainer if She stays in EU.

About the referendum and the result


Referendum are votes in which everyone (or nearly everyone) of voting age can take part,
normally giving a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer to a question. The side which gets more than half of
all votes cast is declared a winner.



Prime Minister David Cameron (Conservative Party) had promised to hold a referendum for
Brexit if he won the 2015 general election. But, he led the campaign for ‘stay’ vote.



There were growing calls from many MPs of Conservative Party and the UK Independence
Party (UKIP), for a new referendum. (In 1975, Britain had voted to stay in the EU in a
referendum).



A referendum was held on June 23, 2016, to decide whether Britain should exit or remain
in the European Union.
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Eligible voters: All British, Irish and Commonwealth citizens over 18 who are resident in the
UK, along with UK nationals living abroad who have been on the electoral register in the
UK in the past 15 years.



51.9% of voters favored exit of Britain from EU. It is the first time since the EU was founded
in 1957 that a member country is leaving.

India, UK, and the European Union



India is one of the top investors in the UK.



There are about 800 Indian-owned companies in the country employing roughly 110,000
people. (Eg: Jaguar Land Rover is owned by the Tata group)



Many of these firms made the investments with the wider European market in mind.



Together, the UK and Europe account for over-a-quarter of the country’s IT exports, worth
around $30bn.



The UK is the third largest source of foreign direct investment in India and India’s largest
G20 investor.



India is the third largest source of FDI to the UK in terms of numbers of projects. India
invests more in the UK than in the rest of Europe combined, emerging as the UK’s third
largest FDI investor.



The key sectors attracting Indian investment include healthcare, agritech, food, and drink.
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In November 2015, Prime Minister Modi has said, ”As far as India is concerned, if there is
an entry point for us to the EU, that is the UK.”



But, UK is only India’s 12th largest trade partner, well behind other European countries
such as Germany and Switzerland.



Interestingly, UK is also among just seven in 25 top countries with which India enjoys a
trade surplus.

Negative Impacts of the Brexit referendum to India


India will have to adjust to a changing world order.



There may be foreign fund outflow and dollar rise.



Rupee may depreciate because of the double effect of foreign fund outflow and dollar rise.



This may increase petrol and diesel prices to an extent.



The government then may want to reduce additional excise duty imposed on fuel when it
was on a downward trajectory. This may increase fiscal deficit unless revenue increased.



Prices of gold, electronic goods, among others may also increase.



Sensex and Nifty may tumble in the short-run.



Falling value of the pound could render several existing contracts loss making.



The vote is also bad news for Indian outsourcers.



Foreign funds are likely to move out of the if the world outside thinks that investment in
India is risky.



India’s Forex (currently a record 363 billion dollars) may diminish, particular if the currency
is stored in Euros or Pound (this comes around 20% of total forex).



Brexit will have a negative impact on the $108 billion Indian IT sector in the short term.



Many Indian companies are listed on the London Stock Exchange and many have
European headquarters in London. Brexit will take away this advantage.



Due to fall in the value of Pound sterling, Indian exports to the UK will suffer. Cheaper
rupee will make Indian exports, including IT and ITeS, competitive. Indian import
companies operating in the UK may also report a loss. Also, note that India is exporting
more than what it is importing from Britain.

Positive Impacts of the Brexit referendum to India


There are many who think a weakening British currency might be good news.



India being more of an importing country than an exporting nation, the overall effect may
turn out positive for India (if the dollar doesn’t appreciate much against rupee).
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With lower pound value, Indian companies may be able to acquire many hi-tech assets.



As investors look around the world for safe havens in these turbulent times, India stands
out both in terms of stability and of growth.



Brexit might give a boost to trade ties between India and the UK.



Britain will now be free to discuss a bilateral trade pact with India.



Due to fall in the value of Pound sterling, those who import from the UK will gain. Indian
export companies operating in the UK may also gain.



More Indian tourists can afford to visit Britain in coming days as the currency value has
fallen.



More Indian students can afford to study in Britain (for higher education) as the fees may
seem cheaper.



Britain will need a steady inflow of talented labour, and India fits the bill perfectly due to its
English-speaking population.



The fall in the prices of commodities like crude, which will help India save a lot on its import
bill(every $1 drop in crude prices leads to roughly $1 billion savings in India’s oil import bill),
reducing its trade and current account deficits (CAD).



Brexit would weaken global growth and lead to a meaningful decline in commodity prices.
This is only going to enhance both the relative and absolute appeal of India.



Lower commodity prices will help the macro fundamentals: be it fiscal deficit, current
account deficit or inflation, which will give the government more levers to pump up the
investment cycle.

Brexit: What does it mean to Britain?


As per International Monetary Fund (IMF), a vote to exit the European Union in the
referendum could leave Britain’s economy more than 5 percent smaller by 2019 than if it
stays in the 28-nation club.



Brexit could cause the country’s economy to be between 3.8 and 7.5 percent smaller by
2030.



The pound expected to fall by around 20 percent. This would mean that exports to the UK
will suffer and imports from the UK will gain. Export companies operating in the UK will
gain, while import companies will lose.



More foreign tourists will visit Britain in coming days as the currency value has fallen.



More foreign students may prefer Britain for higher education as the fees may seem
cheaper.
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EU citizens in Britain and Brits living in other EU nations would have to update their
immigration statuses.



Companies operating in both the UK and the EU would have to verify that they’re compliant
with two sets of laws.



US President Obama has warned that it could take 10 years for Britain to negotiate a new
trade deal with the US.



The referendum results (52:48) is very close. This means a major division of opinion in
Britain which has social implications too. While the less educated and the old seems to
favour the ‘leave EU’ campaign, the young and the employed are more in favour of Britain
staying in EU.



Brexit could encourage England, Wales, Scotland, or Northern Ireland to appeal for quitting
the United Kingdom.

Brexit: What does it mean to the World?


Remittance from the UK to countries outside in terms of Pound will fetch lesser returns
compared to the past.



Export dominated countries may be affected, whether exporting to the UK or not. If the UK
is the major trading partner, the effect will be more.



The United States will bear the major brunt of a Brexit being UK’s biggest trading partner.



A direct impact on Asian economies from Brexit is unlikely in the longer term because as a
percentage of GDP, exports to the UK is less than 2% for most economies.



But businesses in some major Asian economies – like India and Japan- will be hit.



Companies which have set up operations in the UK to gain access to EU markets will be
affected.



BREXIT would likely allow any US Dollar strength to play out. This may cause other
currencies to decline in value.

Is India ready to handle the Brexit?


The finance ministry said that the country has sufficient foreign exchange reserves to
handle any impact.



RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan said the central bank will infuse whatever liquidity is
needed into the Indian market to keep it “well behaved”.



SEBI and stock exchanges have beefed up their surveillance mechanism to deal with any
excessive volatility.
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If exports to the UK are costly and imports are cheaper, India can think of utilizing the
import-advantage by reversing the present trade scenario.



Once the dust settles, India may be seen to be a net gainer and inflows would continue to
gravitate towards the Indian shores.
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a new, universal set of goals, targets and
indicators that UN member states will be expected to use to frame their agendas and political
policies over the next 15 years. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) follow and expand
on the millennium development goals (MDGs), which are due to expire at the end of 2015.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), are officially known as Transforming our world:
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. There are 17 Sustainable Development Goals,
associated 169 targets and 304 indicators.This included the following goals:

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture
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3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all
5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all
9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable
development
15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss
16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for
sustainable development

Millennium Development Goals(MDGs) vs Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs)
Read more about millennium development goals (MDGs).
As the MDG deadline approaches, about 100 crore people still live on less than $1.25 a day –
the World Bank measure on poverty. More than 80 crore people do not have enough food to
eat. Now let’s have a quick look on why we need SDGs.


MDGs were too narrow.



MDGs failed to consider the root causes of poverty.



The millennium development goals made no mention of human rights.



In reality MDGs were considered targets for poor countries to achieve from the finance of
wealthy countries.
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Every country will be expected to work towards achieving the SDGs.



Goal 16 has a target to promote the rule of law and equal access to justice.



MDGs were drawn up by a group of men in the basement of UN headquarters.



Establishing post-2015 goals was an outcome of the Rio+20 summit in 2012, which
mandated the creation of an open working group to come up with a draft
agenda. Alongside the open working group discussions, the UN conducted a series of
“global conversations”.

Criticisms of SDGS



Some countries feel that an agenda consisting of 17 goals is too unwieldy to implement or
sell to the public, and would prefer a narrower brief.



Some feel that 15 years is a long duration to end global poverty and hunger.
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European Refugee Crisis in a Nutshell
Huge number of refugees and migrants have been shifting to Europe, from many countries like
Syria, particularly since 2011. They see Europian Union (EU) as their asylum. With more
number of refugees coming in at a time when the natives don’t want any more, the whole
situation has developed into a crisis. This crisis is called European Refugee Crisis.

The refugees are not only from Syria!
More than 5 Lakh people have crossed to Europe by sea and land. Most of them are from Syria
– troubled not only by civil war, but also by the most violent and inhumane atrocities by ISIS.
But Syria is not the single source. They come from areas such as the Middle East (Syria, Iraq),
Africa (Eritrea, Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan, Gambia), South Asia and Central Asia. According to
International Organisation for Migration (IOM) statistics, a substantial number of refugees are
also from Afghanistan and Pakistan too due to unending civil conflicts in these countries.
The phrase “European migrant crisis” became widely used in April 2015, when five boats
carrying almost two thousand migrants to Europe sank in the Mediterranean Sea, with a
combined death toll estimated at more than 1,200 people.
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Migrants and Refugees – Statistics



According to UNHCR, the UN’s refugee agency, 59.5 million people were forcibly displaced
in 2014 which again rose considerably in 2015.



A record number of 1,07,500 migrants reached the borders of European Union in recent
months.



Between 2000 and 2015, around 30, 000 have perished along these borders.

This figures stand as a witness that this crisis didn’t started only after ISIS emerged. The
increasing number of unaccompanied minors seeking asylum in Europe is seen as a dangerous
growing trend among refugees. In 2014 alone around 24,000 unaccompanied minors applied
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for asylum. Many of the children who arrive are at the age group of 15 to 17 with no formal
schooling adding more headaches to host countries.

The European Response to Migrant Crisis

Germany and the EU have been pushing for other EU members to work out a plan for asylum
seekers. Britain leads among countries which strictly rejects it. The Right-Wing PM of Hungary
has appealed to refugees not to try and cross into Hungary which has fenced its borders with
razor wire. Bulgaria, Czech, Slovakia and Poland all are reluctant in taking of refugees making
the situation grave. Germany is expected to give green signal to almost 1 million applicants for
asylum. After extensive criticisms by Media on Refugee crisis, EU has started to take few
favourable steps. Initially Europe greeted immigrants with barbed wires, tear gas and police
brutality. Only after huge outcry across International media and from human rights and
progressive organisations within Europe, eased the curbs on refugees.
Aylan: Another incident which helped to garner pro- refugee sentiments was photo of dead
child Aylan on a beach. A mishap happened from his father who accidently dropped him from
an overcrowded boat while trying to escape. These photos send jitters across world and thanks
to social media which made sure that this photo was seen by everyone who has an account.
Also Pope Francis statement that every Church in Europe should take a refugee family has
given hope to many that it may change the mood in European Right Wing’s mind. Countries
have started to take more refugees peacefully now. European people have been welcoming
refugees with water, food, shoes and blankets. Though Italy, Greece and Hungary are the
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frontline countries of reception, most sort after destinations are Germany, Sweden, Austria and
Switzerland.

Why Europe?
Europe is the most preferred destination for the people from this war conflicted regions as its
economically prosperous, socially secure and has friendly immigration laws. Mostly it’s not
because refugees are opportunists that they walk to EU but it’s due to dangerous situation they
and their families has to live. Endless wars, conflicts have ruined their countries political,
economic and social equilibrium. Also it’s surprising why GCC countries never have been
helpful or receptive to refugee crisis especially when it’s happening in their backyard. Rich
countries like Saudi Arabia and Qatar has to play more pro- active roles in this situation. So
obviously Europe as nearest land seems to be their immediate hope to go as they can trek or
use boats or ships to reach.

Macro level causes for Refugee Crisis


West: A short and quick look into history will show you that countries who are responsible
for this situation are the ones who have to bear pain of this crisis i.e Europe or to put in a
cliché ‘West’ inclusive of US. Middle East can be said as the holy grail of West since oil
was accidentally found by two American gentlemen in Saudi Arabia. No doubt it was a
boon to natives and even to millions of Asian and African immigrants to Middle East but
also it paved the way to unending geo-political crisis across the region. Before finding oil
just like Asia and Africa European colonialism had sucked all its wealth and when time
came to leave the place like everywhere, Imperial powers left without solving issues
created by them mainly land disputes within neighbours. Example is Israel and Palestine
issue.



Dictatorship regimes and Islamic fundamentalism: Continuous dictatorship type regimes and
Islamic fundamentalism made Middle East most volatile n disturbed place on the planet.
Western powers in order to make their oil supply smooth and to be part of Gulf Boom
started in early 80’s always took a partial stand on these issues.



Shia-Sunni divide: Another villain to already worsened situation was Shia-Sunni divide
among people, society and regimes which led to many conflicts. This reason has led many
natives to flee as refugees in the past from Palestine, during Iraq-Iran war, Iraq-Kuwait war
etc.



Wars: This refuge crisis has given Europe a reality check on its wars on many regions of
MENA (Middle East and North African region). Wars on these lands didn’t ease the
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situation even though they were able to kill or defeat dictator leaders. By war, infrastructure
and liveable conditions of already abysmal level got more deteriorated. These resulted
natives of these lands to search green pastures which happened to be Europe and hence
started Refugee crisis.


Democracy movements and civil war: Present refugees crisis didn’t started yesterday but it
has been seen a huge surge from Libya conflict. If we go again back refugee problem as a
crisis started from US, UK joint war to liberate Iraq.



ISIS: Emergence of ISIS just sky rocketed the whole thing. Western powers in a way failed
to bring stable regimes to these lands. People in a way got sandwiched between atrocities
of ISIS or ineffective regimes backed by West on one side and on the other side hunger,
poverty and tyranny. Only way to survive for them was to initiate long walk towards Europe!
Thus started one of the biggest Exoduses ever seen in history.

Adding fuel to fire
1. Saudi Arabia has been attacking and bombing Yemen.
2. Asylum denied refugees may join ISIS.
3. Turkey’s intolerance with Kurds

Syrian Conflict have been going on for 4 years but why suddenly this crisis?


War in Syria against ISIS is not getting any better. It made Syrians to leave their country to
Turkey which is closest and they thought once war is over, they can return.



Even though Turkey has taken 2 million refugees, it’s not a country for people to stay in the
long run as Right to work for refugees are not legal yet. Also new regime of Turkey is also
not quite favourable to refuges as previous government. It has made refugees reluctant to
go to Turkey.



UN organisations working with millions of refuges in Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon are
running short of funds to keep up the relief work and expenses of camp making people to
think of going to Europe. Similar is the situation among UN camps catering to the needs of
refugees in Eastern Europe.



Many people have saved required money to use legally or illegally to get into Germany.



People have familiarised with the route via Balkan to trek to EU.



EU countries have been sitting as a lame duck all this year’s talking, discussing on refugee
crisis without sensing urgent need of a solution or to deal with such a situation.



Still EU should understand that what they are facing now is just a tip of iceberg compared
to neighbouring countries of Syria when it comes to dealing with refugees.
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Conclusions with Possible Solutions
West in a way with its narrow minded Foreign Policy have destabilized West Asia and Middle
East and now cannot show their back on refugee crisis.


Europe should include US which has been largely elusive on whole issue till now.



GCC countries should involve more in accepting refugees. It’s a blunder what Saudi Arabia
is doing right now by attacking and bombing Yemen currently which will only add more
refugees.



If Europe is going to push back the refugees, the situation will be more vicious. Such a
stupidity will increase the chances of refugees joining with ISIS as they won’t have any
other options to survive.



Turkey should end its anonymity with Kurds and involve them more into finding a solution
and to defeat ISIS.



Assad regime should be made more accountable.



Include Russia and organise an all-out war against ISIS.

Finding a formula based solution which will end all tyranny is not practical but it’s time that
Europe and US sit together and re-check their neo imperialistic and double faced foreign
policies in West Asia and Middle East. Also Western powers should stop Saudi Arabia from
funding Wahhabis ideology being spread in Middle East society which is resulting in more
Islamic fundamentalism helping organisations like ISIS and Boko—Haram.
To all those who oppose to support refuges,“Recognize yourself in he and she who are not like you
and me.” – Carlos Fuentes.

Questions to ponder:
1. “A spectre is haunting Europe – the spectre of Refugee crisis”. Analyse the reasons of the refugee
crisis faced by Europe. Do you think the response of the western world as adequate to tackle the
situation?
2. West in a way with its narrow minded foreign policy have destabilized West Asia and
Middle East and now cannot show their back on refugee crisis. Critically analyse.
3. The European migrant crisis is not entirely Syrian in origin. Discuss.
4. Analyse the impact of Eurpean Refugee Crisis on South Asian nations like India.
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Euromaidan, Ukrainian revolution and Crimean crisis
Ukraine Crisis makes news headlines almost every day now. In this globalized world, no event
occurs in isolation. Whether or not involved, every crisis, revolution or peace treaty has impact
on almost all nations. It is in this perspective that we should see Ukraine crisis. As you might be
aware the major parties involved as Ukraine, Russia and the West (mainly US). We shall
analyse the background details of the present crisis in layman’s language. [Background Digging
Operation™ : courtesy to Wikipedia, CNN, BBC, Telegraph, NBC News and of-course TheHindu

]

Euromaidan, 2014 Ukrainian revolution and Crimean crisis
When we analyze the present Ukraine crisis, we should note that there are multiple events
involved like the Euromaidan, the 2014 Ukrainian revolution and the 2014 Crimean crisis, and
every event has close connection with each other. Since the events started with Euromaidan, in
this article I have included everything currently related with Ukraine in the blanket cover of
Euromaidan.

Euromaidan [21 November 2013 –present]
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The Euromaidan is a wave of ongoing demonstrations, civil unrest and revolution in Ukraine,
which began on the night of 21 November 2013 with public protests demanding
closer European integration. President Viktor Yanukovych’s government announced Ukraine is
abandoning an agreement to strengthen ties with the European Union and is instead seeking
closer cooperation with Moscow. This was the immediate cause of the Euromaidan protests.
There were other reasons too.

Causes of Euromaidan


Suspension of the Ukraine–European Union Association Agreement by the government.



Russian foreign policy.



Threat of Russian trade sanctions.



Government corruption.



Police brutality.

Goals of Euromaidan


Signing of the EU Association Agreement and Free Trade Agreement.



Impeachment of President Viktor Yanukovych.



Re-adoption of the 2004 Constitution of Ukraine amendments.



International sanctions against Yanukovych and Azarov government members.



Rejection of Customs Union membership.

Result
1. 2014 Ukrainian Revolution.
2. Impeachment of Viktor Yanukovych.
3. Return of 2004 constitution.
4. Oleksandr Turchynov becomes Acting President.
5. Early presidential election.
6. Implementation and subsequent cancellation of laws restricting civil liberties.
7. Former Ukrainian prime minister and opposition leader, Yulia Tymoshenko freed from jail.
8. Occupation of local governments.
9. Banning of Party of Regions by local governments under control of anti-government
activists.
10. Resignation of Prime Minister Mykola Azarov.
11. President Yanukovych offers opposition the position of Prime Minister of Ukraine.
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12. Worsening of the economic situation, including credit downgrading by American credit
agencies like Moody’s.
13. Beginning of Crimean crisis and invasion by Russia.
14. The new Cabinet of Ukraine resumed preparations in signing of the EU Association treaty.

The 2014 Ukrainian revolution [18–23 February 2014 (5 days)]
The 2014 Ukrainian revolution began with a series of violent episodes of civil
unrest in Kiev, Ukraine, as part of Ukraine’s ongoing Euromaidan protest movement against the
government. The conflict escalated rapidly, leading to the downfall of the government of
President Viktor Yanukovych and the setting up of a new government to replace it within a few
days. Yanukovych fled to Russia, and is wanted in Ukraine for the killing of protesters.
PS: In brief, the 2014 Ukrainian revolution was anti-Yanukovych who is pro-Russia. Those who
protested wanted close Ukraine-EU relations and not Ukraine-Russia partnership.

The 2014 Crimean Crisis [23 February 2014–present]
The Crimean Crisis happened when pro-Russian forces seized control of the Crimea
region.The Causes of Crimean Crisis can be summed up as below :


Opposition to the Euromaidan movement.



Opposition to the Yatsenyuk Government.



The Verkhovna Rada’s vote on 23 February to repeal language law that protected minority
languages.

Who is in charge of Ukraine? Different perspectives!


Russia’s take: Viktor Yanukovych remains Ukraine’s elected leader, and Ukraine’s new
government is illegitimate. Russian United Nations envoy Vitaly Churkin called it an “armed
takeover by radical extremists.”



Ukraine’s take: Ukraine has a legitimate government and is set to have new presidential
elections on May 25. “Let’s give an opportunity for that to work,” Ukrainian Ambassador to
the U.N. Yuriy Sergeyev said.



United States’ take: Yanukovych abandoned his post last month, fled the country and was
then voted out of office by Ukraine’s democratically elected parliament.

Do Russian troops have a right to be in Crimea?
Russia’s take: Yes. A treaty between the neighboring nations allows Russia to have up to
25,000 troops in Crimea. Yanukovych requested Russia to send military forces.
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Ukraine’s take: No. Russian troops amassing in Crimea and near the border with Ukraine are
an “act of aggression.”
United States’ take: No, and Russian President Vladimir Putin is playing a dangerous game.
The consequences of military action “could be devastating,”.

What is the Russian interest in Crimean Peninsula?
Russia’s take: Russia has said its parliament approved Putin’s use of military force to protect
Russian citizens in the Crimean peninsula.
Ukraine’s take: There’s no evidence of any threat to Russians inside Ukraine. Russia wants to
annex Crimea.
United States’ take: Russia is responding to its own historic sensitivities about Ukraine, Crimea
and their place in Moscow’s sphere of influence. Russia fears that Ukraine is falling under
European or Western influence.

US-Russia-Ukraine Diplomatic Talks and Latest Happenings!


U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry held the first direct talks with his Russian counterpart as
Washington warned Moscow it risked losing its coveted G8 place over the worst
East-West crisis since the end of the Cold War.



Crimea’s parliament votes for the region to become part of Russia, and to hold referendum in 10
days’ time on endorsing the move.



Ukraine’s interim economy minister dismisses the move as “unconstitutional”.



EU leaders are holding an emergency summit to decide their response to Russia’s troop
deployment in Crimea.



The US imposes visa restrictions on people who are “threatening the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of Ukraine”

Summary:
Former President of Ukraine who was pro-Russia was ousted as part of the Euromaidan
protests (2014 Ukraine Revolution to be precise). The protesters in general were of pro-west
(read EU and US) attitude who demanded closer EU relations. As President of Ukraine sought
Russia’s help, Russian troops entered Crimean peninsula in Ukraine. Crimea’s parliament
voted for the region to become part of Russia, and to hold referendum in 10 days’ time on
endorsing the move.

Ukrainian Crisis and UPSC!
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An understanding of key events in Ukraine political crisis would help to answer the 2014 UPSC
interview questions. Adding below, some important key words related with Ukraine crisis. Check
them out. Interested aspirants may explain about some of them in comments. (Of-course, there
are terms not mentioned in this article!)

Exercise: Keywords related to Ukrainian revolution
Keywords: Ukraine crisis, Crimea coup, Russia Ukraine dispute, Simferopol, Crimean
airports, Sevastopol, Kerch ferry terminal, Vladimir Putin, Arseniy Yatsenyuk, Viktor
Yanukovych, Oleksandr Turchinov, Euromaidan, Orange Revolution.
Eg: Euromaidan : Protest which attracted around 300,000 people on Kiev’s Independence
Square, known as the Maidan, the largest since the 2004 Orange Revolution. Activists seized
Kiev City Hall.
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Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering Explained
Under our Background Digging Operation™ on the most highlighted economy terms in recent
times, we have so far covered the following topics : (1) Sub-prime crisis, Fiscal Cliff and Fiscal
Drag. (2) US debt ceiling crisis and US Federal Government Shutdown. Another important topic
worth discussion and understanding is Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering. While Fiscal
Cliff and US debt ceiling are fiscal issues related will government bills in US congress,
Quantitative easing is a monetary policy related with the central bank, and in this case, the
Federal Reserve of United States of America. Let’s straight away dive into the topics
of Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering.

Difference between Conventional Monetary Policies and Quantitative
Easing
Monetary Policies are policies taken by the central bank – RBI in case of India and Federal
Reserve in case of United States of America. What are standard or conventional monetary
policies? Hope you remember about conventional monetary policies. In case of RBI –
remember REPO, Reverse REPO, CRR, SLR, Bank Rate, Base Rate etc. Normally the central
bank follows an easy money policy (low interest rates) when they need to promote growth and a
tight money policy (high interest rates) when they concentrate on controlling inflation. You may
also take a close look at the Open Market Operations (OMO), a conventional monetary policy
action performed by Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
What happens during OMO? The Reserve Bank of India either sell or purchase Government
Securitiesto/from the public. The purpose of OMO is to control liquidity or to raise cash from
public. But you may please note that during OMO, RBI deals with Government securities and
not private bonds. Having understood the basics of conventional monetary policies, now let’s
look at Quantitative Easing – a recent policy used by US Federal Reserve.

Quantitative Easing : Asset Purchase
Quantitative Easing is mainly an asset purchase or asset swap policy. The purpose is to
increase money supply to the banks. A central bank implements quantitative easing by buying
specified amounts of financial assets from commercial banks and other private institutions, thus
increasing the monetary base and lowering the yield on those financial assets. This is
distinguished from the more usual policy of buying or selling short term government bonds in
order to keep interbank interest rates at a specified target value.
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The best definition I read about Quantitative easing (QE) is the one from Wikipedia itself : QE is
an unconventional monetary policy used by central banks to stimulate the economy when
standard monetary policy has become ineffective. A central bank implements quantitative
easing by buying specified amounts of financial assets from commercial banks and other private
institutions, thus increasing the monetary base, so that the banks have now more money to
lend.
You may please note that all commercial banks work on the basis of lending. It’s the lending
which runs and economy too. What if banks do not have money to lend?

Cases when lending is affected : Need for Quantitative Easing
1. When interest rates have been lowered to nearly zero (because of either deflation or
extremely low money demand).
2. When a large number of non-performing or defaulted loans prevent further lending (money
supply growth) by member banks.
3. When the main systemic risk is a recession or depression.

Quantitative Easing is Not Printing Currency!
Quantitative easing has been nicknamed “printing money” by some members of the media. But
this idea is actually wrong. Printing new currency is one of the options under deficit financing,
(also known as monetizing the government debt). But don’t confuse it with Quantitative Easing.
Another term associated with QE is creating new money. Though the creation of money is a
better wording for the process, that too does not convey the true picture of the story. Though
the central bank purchase assets from commercial banks, it normally does not involve printing
new currencies. The ‘money creation’ is done by means of asset swap.
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What happens during Quantitative Easing?
In layman’s terms QE corresponds to more liquid cash with commercial banks instead of bonds.
The Central Banks allows the asset swap under QE, so that the commercial banks will have
more cash instead of bonds. There is no difference on the net asset-liability position; ie the netasset-liability position remains the same. (There will be addition in assets and liabilities column
of the central bank; so the total-asset-liability value may increase; but the net value will remain
the same). Also there is no printing of new money. If you need an example to see how
Quantitative Easing works, then read theCNBC article on QE.

Problems of Quantitative Easing
1. If the money supply increases too quickly, quantitative easing can lead to higher rates of
inflation.
2. Banks may decide to keep funds generated by quantitative easing in reserve rather than
lending those funds to individuals and businesses (failing the purpose of QE).
3. Difficult to gauge how much QE is required.
4. Potential to destroy the confidence in an economy.
5. Central bank can lose money.
6. May not work if not implemented aggresevily enough.

US Quantitative Easing (QE1, QE1 and QE3)
Quantitative easing was first used by the Bank of Japan (BOJ) to fight domestic deflation in
the early 2000s. Since the advent of the global financial crisis of 2007–08, similar policies have
been used by the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Eurozone during the financial
crisis of 2007–2012. Quantitative easing was used by these countries because their risk-free
short-term nominal interest rates were either at or close to zero.
US has done Quantitative Easing measures three times – in 2008, 2010 and 2012 – and they
are known as QE1, QE2 and QE3 respectively. US Fed Reserve started buying Treasury notes
and Mortgage Backed Securities and this increased the monetary base of US banks.
Understand that this measure of buying Treasury notes corresponds to a position of more
liabilities in the asset-liability portfolio of the Central Bank. Though not a sustainable measure,
QE1, QE2 and QE3 has helped United States to slowly recover from recession and other
economic problems.

Federal Tapering
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Tapering refers to a gradual reduction in the monthly purchase of assets by the Federal
Reserve. Keep in mind that tapering means the Fed will still be purchasing assets, just not as
many. So Federal Tapering is the process of slowing down the rate at which Quantitative
Easing is done.
$85 billion in assets were being added to the Fed’s balance sheet each month—$45 billion in
Treasuries and $40 billion in mortgage-backed securities (MBS). The first step in the Fed’s exit
framework was to decrease the level of asset purchases each month, or taper them. After the
tapering phase concludes, the Fed’s next step would be to reinvest maturing securities in like
securities, keeping the size of its balance sheet steady for some time. The whole process
should be quite gradual: Tapering may last for six to nine months, maintaining a steady balance
sheet may persist for another six to nine months, and then the Fed may raise its target federal
funds rate sometime in 2015.

The unconventional monetary policies experienced in the past several years have to be rolled
back at some point. As the economy gradually regains the ability to stand on its own—at least
in the Fed’s view—the Fed will inevitably start the gradual process of removing the quantitative
easing measures.

Why many countries including India fear Federal Tapering?
What will happen to the economy after the Federal Reserve begins to slow down its current
quantitative easing? Because once federal tapering happpens, banks will have only less free
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money with them to lend loans. There are chances of loans becoming costlier, inflation to go
high. This can affect FDI and FII inflows to India. Hence the fear.
India is among the markets that may be affected, at least in the short-term, as capital flows shift
to the US as growth there recovers. Outflows may put more pressure on the slumping rupee.
Portfolio flows are a key tool to finance India’s current account deficit.

Is India ready now to face Federal Tapering?
Yes. According to Finance Minister and RBI Governor. Tapering will be a gradual process,
followed by keeping the balance sheet steady, and then eventually increasing the target rate.
Though there are many claims that India is ready to face it, only time can test the strength of
Indian Economy.

Quantitative Easing vs Qualitative Easing
If quantitative easing is focused on the amount of assets purchased, qualitative easing is
focused on the type of assets bought. Qualitative easing is a shift in the composition of the
assets of the central bank towards less liquid and riskier assets, holding constant the size of the
balance sheet (and the official policy rate and the rest of the list of usual suspects). The less
liquid and more risky assets can be private securities as well as sovereign or sovereignguaranteed instruments. All forms of risk, including credit risk (default risk) are included.
The Fed has engaged in aggressive quantitative and qualitative easing. Federal Reserve’s
purchase of riskier assets such as mortgage-backed securities was crucial to reviving the stock
market in 2009 and spurring economic recovery.
To sum up on qualitative easing, it is a government policy that is designed to mitigate risk
through central bank purchases of privately held risky assets and their replacement by
government debt, with a return that is guaranteed by the taxpayer. Policies of this kind have
recently been carried out by national central banks, backed by implicit guarantees from national
treasuries.
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US Debt Ceiling Crisis and US Federal Government Shut down
Explained
Last article from ClearIAS.com discussed about Sub-prime crisis and Fiscal Cliff. Things didn’t
end there for US economy. There were other problems to handle. The next two major
categories of economic issues were (1) US debt ceiling crisis and US Federal Government
Shutdown (2) Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering. Let’s discuss US Debt Ceiling Crisis
and US Federal government shut down in this post and discuss Quantitative Easing in another
article. So, straight to the topic.

US Debt Ceiling Crisis
Do you remember that Fiscal Cliff was rather a technical and policy issue rather than an
economic issue? Do you remember the date December 31, 2012? On the same date another
related but different problem was creating trouble for the US government. This crisis too was
related with bills. And the name of the crisis : US Debt Ceiling Crisis.

Back to Fiscal Cliff Crisis

Fiscal Cliff became a highlighted issue
because of the provisions mentioned in the following bills.
1. 2010 Tax Relief Act.
2. Budget Control Act of 2011.
And the fiscal cliff crisis was partially solved with the passage of American Taxpayer Relief Act
of 2012 on Jan 1, 2013. This meant that there was a compromise that taxes should not be
increased beyond a limit and there should not be excessive cuts on public expenditure. But this
compromise had another problem – the debt ceiling – associated with it. That too, a self
imposed, technical and policy issue.
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$1 trillion-plus annual budget gap of US!
Hope you are now clear with the fact that economic condition of US is not very good. $1 trillionplus is the US annual budget gap (A figure which is around India’s GDP). Too much budget
deficit is not good for any economy. The risk of reduction of credit rating always exist. Also
there are more chances of populism. So Budget Control Act of 2011 imposed restrictions on the
debt limit of US government. And that value was 16.399 trillion dollars.
Can you think of any way of reducing the $1 trillion-plus US annual budget deficit? The usual
way out is either increase tax or reduce spending. But this contradicts with the compromise on
Fiscal Cliff crisis. Besides, the two houses of US congress, are on two different pages, creating
a dead lock. So what to do then?
What was needed to solve Fiscal Cliff crisis was directly antagonistic to the solution of US debt ceiling
crisis. So it turned out that the solution to resolve US debt ceiling crisis was not to reduce the debt; but
rather increase or suspend the debt ceiling limit itself!
[Source: My own quote : For your understanding!]

What is Debt ceiling? Who sets this figure?


The limit is set by Congress. United States will not be able to borrow any more money if it
cross the debt ceiling and would, in theory, be forced to slash spending to make ends
meet.



The debt limit does not control or limit the ability of the federal government to run deficits or
incur obligations. Rather, it is a limit on the ability to pay obligations already incurred. It
does not prohibit Congress from creating further obligations upon the United States. The
ceiling was last set at $16.4 trillion in 2011.



Possible, but desperate, remedies would include halting pay to the military, retirement
health benefits, social security, and failing to pay government debts.



The US will not default on its own debt immediately. The Treasury has various
extraordinary measures in its armory, including halting the issuance of securities to state
and local governments, which could buy about two months of leeway.



After the passing in early January 2013 of the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 to
avert the projected fiscal cliff, political attention shifted to the debt ceiling.
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The debt ceiling had technically been reached on December 31, 2012, when the Treasury
Department commenced “extraordinary measures” to enable the continued financing of the
government.

United States Federal Government shut down
From October 1 through 16, 2013, the United States federal government entered
a shutdown and curtailed most routine operations after Congress failed to enact legislation
appropriating funds for fiscal year 2014, or a continuing resolution for the interim authorization
of appropriations for fiscal year 2014. Regular government operations resumed October 17
after an interim appropriations bill was signed into law. There was conflict of interest on
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (commonly known as “Obamacare”) between
Democrats and Republicans.
The 16-day-long shutdown of October 2013 was the third-longest government shutdown in U.S.
history, after the 18-day shutdown in 1978 and the 21-day 1995–96 shutdown.
US Government shut down was rather a budget issue appropriation issue for the new fiscal
year. It was connected with US debt ceiling, but shut-down issue was a short term one
(connected only with the spending for next fiscal), but debt ceiling a long term problem
(connected with the long term borrowing limit.)
[ Relate the Shut-down issue with a case like Indian Budget got passed in Loksabha but not in
Rajyasabha; Debt ceiling can be related with the provisions of the FRBM act which places
restrictions on the Fiscal Deficit]

Solutions to US Debt Ceiling Crisis and US Shut down
Solution tried = Suspend the debt ceiling!


The 2013 crisis began in January 2013 and ended on October 17, 2013 with the passing of
the Continuing Appropriations Act, 2014, though the debate continues.



On October 16, the Senate passed the Continuing Appropriations Act, 2014, a continuing
resolution, to fund the government until January 15, 2014, and suspending the debt
ceiling until February 7, 2014, thus ending both the United States federal government
shutdown of 2013 and the United States debt-ceiling crisis of 2013.



On January 14, 2014, the House and the Senate Appropriations Committees agreed on a
spending plan that would fund the federal government for two years.
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On January 16, 2014, Congress passed a $1.1 trillion appropriations bill that will keep the
federal government funded until October 2014. (Short-term solution).



Congress still needs to address the debt ceiling issue.
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Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering Explained
Under our Background Digging Operation™ on the most highlighted economy terms in recent
times, we have so far covered the following topics : (1) Sub-prime crisis, Fiscal Cliff and Fiscal
Drag. (2) US debt ceiling crisis and US Federal Government Shutdown. Another important topic
worth discussion and understanding is Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering. While Fiscal
Cliff and US debt ceiling are fiscal issues related will government bills in US congress,
Quantitative easing is a monetary policy related with the central bank, and in this case, the
Federal Reserve of United States of America. Let’s straight away dive into the topics
of Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering.

Difference between Conventional Monetary Policies and Quantitative Easing
Monetary Policies are policies taken by the central bank – RBI in case of India and Federal
Reserve in case of United States of America. What are standard or conventional monetary
policies? Hope you remember about conventional monetary policies. In case of RBI –
remember REPO, Reverse REPO, CRR, SLR, Bank Rate, Base Rate etc. Normally the central
bank follows an easy money policy (low interest rates) when they need to promote growth and a
tight money policy (high interest rates) when they concentrate on controlling inflation. You may
also take a close look at the Open Market Operations (OMO), a conventional monetary policy
action performed by Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
What happens during OMO? The Reserve Bank of India either sell or purchase Government
Securitiesto/from the public. The purpose of OMO is to control liquidity or to raise cash from
public. But you may please note that during OMO, RBI deals with Government securities and
not private bonds. Having understood the basics of conventional monetary policies, now let’s
look at Quantitative Easing – a recent policy used by US Federal Reserve.

Quantitative Easing : Asset Purchase
Quantitative Easing is mainly an asset purchase or asset swap policy. The purpose is to
increase money supply to the banks. A central bank implements quantitative easing by buying
specified amounts of financial assets from commercial banks and other private institutions, thus
increasing the monetary base and lowering the yield on those financial assets. This is
distinguished from the more usual policy of buying or selling short term government bonds in
order to keep interbank interest rates at a specified target value.
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The best definition I read about Quantitative easing (QE) is the one from Wikipedia itself : QE is
an unconventional monetary policy used by central banks to stimulate the economy when
standard monetary policy has become ineffective. A central bank implements quantitative
easing by buying specified amounts of financial assets from commercial banks and other private
institutions, thus increasing the monetary base, so that the banks have now more money to
lend.
You may please note that all commercial banks work on the basis of lending. It’s the lending
which runs and economy too. What if banks do not have money to lend?

Cases when lending is affected : Need for Quantitative Easing
1. When interest rates have been lowered to nearly zero (because of either deflation or
extremely low money demand).
2. When a large number of non-performing or defaulted loans prevent further lending (money
supply growth) by member banks.
3. When the main systemic risk is a recession or depression.

Quantitative Easing is Not Printing Currency!
Quantitative easing has been nicknamed “printing money” by some members of the media. But
this idea is actually wrong. Printing new currency is one of the options under deficit financing,
(also known as monetizing the government debt). But don’t confuse it with Quantitative Easing.
Another term associated with QE is creating new money. Though the creation of money is a
better wording for the process, that too does not convey the true picture of the story. Though
the central bank purchase assets from commercial banks, it normally does not involve printing
new currencies. The ‘money creation’ is done by means of asset swap.
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What happens during Quantitative Easing?
In layman’s terms QE corresponds to more liquid cash with commercial banks instead of bonds.
The Central Banks allows the asset swap under QE, so that the commercial banks will have
more cash instead of bonds. There is no difference on the net asset-liability position; ie the netasset-liability position remains the same. (There will be addition in assets and liabilities column
of the central bank; so the total-asset-liability value may increase; but the net value will remain
the same). Also there is no printing of new money. If you need an example to see how
Quantitative Easing works, then read theCNBC article on QE.

Problems of Quantitative Easing
1. If the money supply increases too quickly, quantitative easing can lead to higher rates of
inflation.
2. Banks may decide to keep funds generated by quantitative easing in reserve rather than
lending those funds to individuals and businesses (failing the purpose of QE).
3. Difficult to gauge how much QE is required.
4. Potential to destroy the confidence in an economy.
5. Central bank can lose money.
6. May not work if not implemented aggresevily enough.

US Quantitative Easing (QE1, QE1 and QE3)
Quantitative easing was first used by the Bank of Japan (BOJ) to fight domestic deflation in
the early 2000s. Since the advent of the global financial crisis of 2007–08, similar policies have
been used by the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Eurozone during the financial
crisis of 2007–2012. Quantitative easing was used by these countries because their risk-free
short-term nominal interest rates were either at or close to zero.
US has done Quantitative Easing measures three times – in 2008, 2010 and 2012 – and they
are known as QE1, QE2 and QE3 respectively. US Fed Reserve started buying Treasury notes
and Mortgage Backed Securities and this increased the monetary base of US banks.
Understand that this measure of buying Treasury notes corresponds to a position of more
liabilities in the asset-liability portfolio of the Central Bank. Though not a sustainable measure,
QE1, QE2 and QE3 has helped United States to slowly recover from recession and other
economic problems.

Federal Tapering
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Tapering refers to a gradual reduction in the monthly purchase of assets by the Federal
Reserve. Keep in mind that tapering means the Fed will still be purchasing assets, just not as
many. So Federal Tapering is the process of slowing down the rate at which Quantitative
Easing is done.
$85 billion in assets were being added to the Fed’s balance sheet each month—$45 billion in
Treasuries and $40 billion in mortgage-backed securities (MBS). The first step in the Fed’s exit
framework was to decrease the level of asset purchases each month, or taper them. After the
tapering phase concludes, the Fed’s next step would be to reinvest maturing securities in like
securities, keeping the size of its balance sheet steady for some time. The whole process
should be quite gradual: Tapering may last for six to nine months, maintaining a steady balance
sheet may persist for another six to nine months, and then the Fed may raise its target federal
funds rate sometime in 2015.

The unconventional monetary policies experienced in the past several years have to be rolled
back at some point. As the economy gradually regains the ability to stand on its own—at least
in the Fed’s view—the Fed will inevitably start the gradual process of removing the quantitative
easing measures.

Why many countries including India fear Federal Tapering?
What will happen to the economy after the Federal Reserve begins to slow down its current
quantitative easing? Because once federal tapering happpens, banks will have only less free
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money with them to lend loans. There are chances of loans becoming costlier, inflation to go
high. This can affect FDI and FII inflows to India. Hence the fear.
India is among the markets that may be affected, at least in the short-term, as capital flows shift
to the US as growth there recovers. Outflows may put more pressure on the slumping rupee.
Portfolio flows are a key tool to finance India’s current account deficit.

Is India ready now to face Federal Tapering?
Yes. According to Finance Minister and RBI Governor. Tapering will be a gradual process,
followed by keeping the balance sheet steady, and then eventually increasing the target rate.
Though there are many claims that India is ready to face it, only time can test the strength of
Indian Economy.

Quantitative Easing vs Qualitative Easing
If quantitative easing is focused on the amount of assets purchased, qualitative easing is
focused on the type of assets bought. Qualitative easing is a shift in the composition of the
assets of the central bank towards less liquid and riskier assets, holding constant the size of the
balance sheet (and the official policy rate and the rest of the list of usual suspects). The less
liquid and more risky assets can be private securities as well as sovereign or sovereignguaranteed instruments. All forms of risk, including credit risk (default risk) are included.
The Fed has engaged in aggressive quantitative and qualitative easing. Federal Reserve’s
purchase of riskier assets such as mortgage-backed securities was crucial to reviving the stock
market in 2009 and spurring economic recovery.
To sum up on qualitative easing, it is a government policy that is designed to mitigate risk
through central bank purchases of privately held risky assets and their replacement by
government debt, with a return that is guaranteed by the taxpayer. Policies of this kind have
recently been carried out by national central banks, backed by implicit guarantees from national
treasuries.
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Sub-Prime Crisis, Fiscal Cliff, and Fiscal Drag Explained
This article on Sub-Prime Crisis, Fiscal Cliff, and Fiscal Drag is part of the article series by
ClearIAS.com on some current but confusing concepts related to US economy. We plan to
discuss in detail, terms like the United States Sub-Prime Crisis, Fiscal Cliff, Fiscal Drag, US
debt ceiling, US shutdown, Quantitative Easing and Federal tapering in layman terms. So here
starts our Background Digging Operation on the most highlighted economy terms in recent
times.
Topics that will be covered in the article series:
1. Sub-prime crisis.
2. Fiscal Cliff and Fiscal Drag.
3. US debt ceiling crisis and US Federal Government Shutdown.
4. Quantitative Easing and Federal Tapering.

Background: Sub-Prime Crisis of 2008
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The United States, being the biggest economy in the world always enjoyed a strong position to
influence the world economic affairs in a globalized world. Be it positive or negative, whatever
happens in the US has an impact on almost all countries including India. But the strength of US
economy was tested thoroughly in 2008 by a crisis called a sub-prime crisis, and the results
portrayed the problems of the economic structure of the US. News about economics crisis in
the US banks started to spread like forest fire. New terms like the recession, meltdown etc.
made headlines in newspapers across the world. What was the reason? Let’s analyze crisis
situation in 2008, popularly known as Subprime Mortgage Crisis.

Sub-prime mortgage crisis: What was that?
The term is associated with sub-prime lending. Many US banks had lent money to sub-prime
borrowers (those borrowers who were rated below the prime borrowers), and these sub-prime
borrowers failed to pay back the loans they had taken. Loans were given during real estate
boom time, but when the bubble burst, banks lost most of their money. Badly affected banks
include names like Lehman Brothers, Merril Lynch, and Bear Stearns.
As many of these banks closed their operations, US went into a period of recession (period of
low growth) and the whole world was affected by it. US Federal bank (the supreme bank in US,
just like the RBI of India) intervened and it tried everything it could do to prevent further
collapse. The Fed pumped money, they bought many mortgages and gave liberal credit to other
banks [Monetary Policy]. US government also made significant steps as part of their fiscal
policy to control sub-prime crisis and recession. The government announced many tax cuts and
started huge public expenditure programs [Fiscal Policy].

Fiscal Cliff Explained
The story of Fiscal Cliff starts with the subprime crisis. Hence we covered that first. US
Congress ( the legislative body, similar to Indian Parliament) had passed many laws during the
recession period calling for tax cuts, in-order to boost economic activity. But there was a time
period specified for these exemptions. Many of these exemptions expired at midnight on
December 31, 2012. So period from Jan 1, 2013, was supposed to be a period of high taxes. A
sudden condition of high taxes and reduced public expenditure after a long period of tax cuts
and liberal public expenditure is known as Fiscal Cliff. In the case of US, it was more a technical
or policy issue, but to avoid this policy issue, the two houses of the US congress had to reach a
consensus, which they didn’t reach initially.
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To sum up, Fiscal Cliff is the burden due to sudden increase in tax and less expenditure as mandated by
some US bills (mainly a technical issue, but has practical reasons for each bill). It was the Congress to
take action, but if they had not taken, US would have faced a fiscal contraction worth $600bn in 2013,
which could tip the economy into a new recession.
[Source My own quote : For your understanding!]

Reasons for Fiscal Cliff and the Possible Impact
1. The primary reason: expiry of Bush-era tax cuts.
2. Fiscal Cliff became a highlighted issue because of the provisions mentioned in the
following bills: 2010 Tax Relief Act, Budget Control Act of 2011.
3. The Budget Control Act of 2011 codified in law a grudging political compromise forcing the
government to slash spending by $1.2 trillion over 10 years from January 1, 2013. 2013
cuts, called “sequestration,” was about $109 billion. ( Budget Control Act of US is
analogous to FRBM act of India!)
4. A package of tax reductions and an extension of unemployment benefits will expire,
meaning taxes will rise much for most Americans.
5. Together, higher taxes and lowered spending could slice the $1.1 trillion deficit racked up in
fiscal 2012 by almost $600 billion in 2013, according to the Congressional Budget Office,
vastly improving the government’s financial picture. Thought it might seem positive from the
budget angle of government it is a sudden and heavy burden on the people.
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6. The CBO estimated the shock treatment would send the country back to recession and
push the unemployment rate to 9.1 percent.
7. Fiscal cliff expected from Jan 1, 2013, would have resulted in Fiscal Drag.

How did the US avoid the fiscal cliff?
The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA) addressed the revenue side of the fiscal cliff
by implementing smaller tax increases compared to the expiration of the Bush tax cuts. Also,
a compromise was reached between Democrats and Republicans on January 1, 2013,
regarding tax cuts. Higher income tax rates were agreed for the wealthy. Tougher decisions on
spending cuts have been discussed in the Congress.

Fiscal Drag: What does it mean?
The first point to remember about fiscal drag is that government will get more tax revenue
(mainly income tax) at the time of fiscal drag. Fiscal drag is the tendency of revenue
from taxation to rise as a share of GDP in a growing economy. Fiscal drag may happen due to
inflation or fiscal policies of the government.
Fiscal drag is normally associated with progressive tax rates. Because of progressive taxes, the
government will get more taxes when the economy is booming. This also helps slow the rate of
increase in demand, reducing the pace of growth, making it less likely to result in
higher inflation. Thus fiscal drag is an automatic stabilizer, as it acts naturally to keep demand
stable.
Also note that fiscal drag means greater tax burden for people. And the greater tax burden can
lead to less consumer spending.
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UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
At United Nations Millennium Summit (Sep 2000), world leaders agreed to eight specific and
measurable development goals—later came to be known as the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). There were 8 MDGs, 18 targets and 48 indicators to measure the results. The target
year was 2015.

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
1. Eradicate Extreme Hunger and Poverty
2. Achieve Universal Primary Education
3. Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
4. Reduce Child Mortality
5. Improve Maternal Health
6. Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Other Diseases
7. Ensure Environmental Sustainability
8. Develop a Global Partnership For Development

MDGs – Goals, Targets and Indicators
Goal 1: Eradicate Extreme Hunger and Poverty
Target 1. Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a
day
Indicators
1. Proportion of population below $1 (1993 PPP) per day (World Bank)
2. Poverty gap ratio [incidence x depth of poverty] (World Bank)
3. Share of poorest quintile in national consumption (World Bank)
Target 2. Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger
Indicators
4. Prevalence of underweight children under five years of age (UNICEF-WHO)
5. Proportion of population below minimum level of dietary energy consumption (FAO)

Goal 2: Achieve Universal Primary Education
Target 3. Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be able to complete a
full course of primary schooling
Indicators
6. Net enrolment ratio in primary education (UNESCO)
7. Proportion of pupils starting grade 1 who reach grade 5 (UNESCO) b*
8. Literacy rate of 15-24 year-olds (UNESCO)
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Goal 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
Target 4. Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education, preferably by 2005, and
in all levels of education no later than 2015
Indicators
9. Ratio of girls to boys in primary, secondary and tertiary education (UNESCO)
10. Ratio of literate women to men, 15-24 years old (UNESCO)
11. Share of women in wage employment in the non-agricultural sector (ILO)
12. Proportion of seats held by women in national parliament (IPU

Goal 4: Reduce Child Mortality
Target 5. Reduce by two-thirds, between 1990 and 2015, the under-five mortality rate
Indicators
13. Under-five mortality rate (UNICEF-WHO)
14. Infant mortality rate (UNICEF-WHO)
15. Proportion of 1 year-old children immunized against measles (UNICEF-WHO)

Goal 5: Improve Maternal Health
Target 6. Reduce by three-quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the maternal mortality ratio
Indicators
16. Maternal mortality ratio (UNICEF-WHO)
17. Proportion of births attended by skilled health personnel (UNICEF-WHO)

Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases
Target 7. Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS
Indicators
18. HIV prevalence among pregnant women aged 15-24 years (UNAIDS-WHO-UNICEF)
19. Condom use rate of the contraceptive prevalence rate (UN Population Division)
19a. Condom use at last high-risk sex (UNICEF-WHO)
19b. Percentage of population aged 15-24 years with comprehensive correct knowledge of
HIV/AIDS (UNICEF-WHO)
19c. Contraceptive prevalence rate (UN Population Division)
20. Ratio of school attendance of orphans to school attendance of non-orphans aged 10-14
years (UNICEF-UNAIDS-WHO)
Target 8. Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the incidence of malaria and other major
diseases
Indicators
21. Prevalence and death rates associated with malaria (WHO)
22. Proportion of population in malaria-risk areas using effective malaria prevention and
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treatment measures (UNICEF-WHO) e*
23. Prevalence and death rates associated with tuberculosis (WHO)
24. Proportion of tuberculosis cases detected and cured under DOTS (internationally
recommended TB control strategy) (WHO)

Goal 7: Ensure Environmental Sustainability
Target 9. Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and programs
and reverse the loss of environmental resources
Indicators
25. Proportion of land area covered by forest (FAO)
26. Ratio of area protected to maintain biological diversity to surface area (UNEP-WCMC)
27. Energy use (kg oil equivalent) per $1 GDP (PPP) (IEA, World Bank)
28. Carbon dioxide emissions per capita (UNFCCC, UNSD) and consumption of ozonedepleting CFCs (ODP tons) (UNEP-Ozone Secretariat)
29. Proportion of population using solid fuels (WHO)
Target 10. Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitation
Indicators
30. Proportion of population with sustainable access to an improved water source, urban and
rural (UNICEF-WHO)
31. Proportion of population with access to improved sanitation, urban and rural (UNICEFWHO)
Target 11. Have achieved by 2020 a significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million slum
dwellers
Indicators
32. Proportion of households with access to secure tenure (UN-HABITAT)

Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development
Target 12. Develop further an open, rule-based, predictable, nondiscriminatory trading and
financial system (includes a commitment to good governance, development, and poverty
reduction?both nationally and internationally)
Target 13. Address the special needs of the Least Developed Countries (includes tariff- and quotafree access for Least Developed Countries? exports, enhanced program of debt relief for heavily
indebted poor countries [HIPCs] and cancellation of official bilateral debt, and more generous
official development assistance for countries committed to poverty reduction)
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Target 14. Address the special needs of landlocked developing countries and small island
developing states (through the Program of Action for the Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States and 22nd General Assembly provisions)
Target 15. Deal comprehensively with the debt problems of developing countries through national
and international measures in order to make debt sustainable in the long term
Indicators
Official development assistance (ODA)
33. Net ODA, total and to LDCs, as percentage of OECD/Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) donors’ gross national income (GNI)(OECD)
34. Proportion of total bilateral, sector-allocable ODA of OECD/DAC donors to basic social
services (basic education, primary health care, nutrition, safe water and sanitation) (OECD)
35. Proportion of bilateral ODA of OECD/DAC donors that is untied (OECD)
36. ODA received in landlocked developing countries as a proportion of their GNIs (OECD)
37. ODA received in small island developing States as proportion of their GNIs (OECD)
Market access
38. Proportion of total developed country imports (by value and excluding arms) from
developing countries and from LDCs, admitted free of duty (UNCTAD, WTO, WB)
39. Average tariffs imposed by developed countries on agricultural products and textiles and
clothing from developing countries (UNCTAD, WTO, WB)
40. Agricultural support estimate for OECD countries as percentage of their GDP (OECD)
41. Proportion of ODA provided to help build trade capacity (OECD, WTO)
Debt sustainability
42. Total number of countries that have reached their Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative
(HIPC) decision points and number that have reached their HIPC completion points
(cumulative) (IMF – World Bank)
43. Debt relief committed under HIPC initiative (IMF-World Bank)
44. Debt service as a percentage of exports of goods and services (IMF-World Bank)
Some of the indicators listed below are monitored separately for the least developed countries,
Africa, landlocked developing countries, and small island developing states
Target 16. In cooperation with developing countries, develop and implement strategies for decent
and productive work for youth
Indicators
45. Unemployment rate of young people aged 15-24 years, each sex and total (ILO)
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Target 17. In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to affordable essential
drugs in developing countries
Indicators
46. Proportion of population with access to affordable essential drugs on a sustainable basis
(WHO)
Target 18. In cooperation with the private sector, make available the benefits of new technologies,
especially information and communications technologies
Indicators
47. Telephone lines and cellular subscribers per 100 population (ITU)
48. Personal computers in use per 100 population and Internet users per 100 population (ITU)

Millennium Development Goals – Performance of India
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Intelligence Agencies of Different Countries
1. RAW (Research and Analysis Wing) – India
2. Mossad – Israel
3. CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) – America
4. ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence) – Pakistan
5. MSS (Ministry of State Security) – China
6. M1-6 (Military Intelligence Section 6 or Secret Intelligence Service (SIS))– United Kingdom
7. ASIS (Australian Secret Intelligence Service) – Australia
8. DGSE (Directorate General for External Security) – France
9. BND (Bundesnachrichtendienst)– Germany
10. FSB (Federal Security Service of Russian Federation) – Russia
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